Frafs will p ay ' us er 's fee
inst ead of taxes , city says

Photo by Paul Bu rns
U.S, State Department Representative James Bell , translator -Juan Colon-Collazo , and FDR member Miguel Rami rez
(1-r) respond to questions during Colby 's El Sal vador
^
Teach-in , March 10-11. Related story page 3

j Tuesday
evening the
Waterville City Council met
at the town hall andiscussed an issue that has
considerable bearing on the
future of fraternities here at
Colby: taxation.
Under previously existing
legislation , according to city
assessor Bill Kirk , there
were a
number of
organizations
and
properties that should have
been
but
were
not
specifically
subject
to
taxation. The Elks Club,
Masonic Lodge, the VFW
and
even the
Post ,
residence of the President
of Colby College were some
of the pr operties that were ,
in effect, tax exempt, but
only because the city
assessors before Kirk had
not strictly applied the tax
laws on the books.
College f rat ernities as

Cotter suppo rts tax -exemp t bill

By Carla Thompson

If passed , this bill will

allow collegesin the state to
President Wi lliam Cotter fund student aid loan
encouraged
Maine
programs with tax-exempt
legislators to support a loan bonds, a procedure which
funding bill for Maine will result in lower interest
colleges at a hearing in rates for borrowers ,
Augusta last Friday .
There were no opponents

McDow ell selected fo
stud y wom en 's s tatus

by Lorene Douglas
Professor Deborah McDowell of the English Department has been appointed to the Modern Lang uage
Association ' Commission on the Status of Women in the
Profession. "This is an advocacy group, " McDowell
said, "whose purpose is to reach as many members of
pur constituency as possible.''
McDowell explained that one of the objectives of this
year's commission is to achieve a fairer representa tion
of women in scholarshi p. The Commission is especially
concerned with establishing contact with Blade women
In Southern institutions , since they feel they have not
been adequately represen ted in either the association or
this commission. The group has also published several
pamp hlets on a wide variety of subjects , from sexual
harassment to a direc tory of the Third World women
scholars.
The Modern Langu age Association (MIA ) is an
organization of professional people in modern languag e.
When it was founded in 1883, its primary functi on was to
benefit scholarly research. In addition to this research,
the MLA has since expanded to meet the needs of
special groups within the br oad definition of scholarship.
The Commission on the Status of Women is one of many
interest groups ; Others include committees on AfroAmerican literat ure, American Indian literat ure , and
Gay Studies.

continued on p , 2

t o the hill at the hearing.
However , J ohn Menario,
chairman of the Maine
Independent
College
(MICA ) ,
Association
proposed
some amend-

ments.
Menario suggested that
the legislation be altered to
allow parents of college
students to borrow f rom the
college. As the bill reads
now, only studentswould be
allowed to take out the
loans. Menario argued that
parents are much better
credit risks, and would be
much less likely to default

on loans.
Menario also prop osed

that consort ium interests be
included in the bill. This
proposal
would
give
colleges the option of
borrowing in groups, rather
than separately. Such an
option would be especially
attractive to the smaller

Maine

colkges

that

otherwise would not have
sufficient
independent
credit ratings to borrow
individually on the taxexempt bond market.
In his own testimony ,
President Cotter supported
these amendments. He also
emphasized the fact that
this funding bill should aid
both Maine and out-of-state
students.
At
present , ' Maine
students
studying
in
Massachusetts are. eligible

for
low-interest
loans
programs similar to the
ones which this legislation
would permit. Reciprocation
with out-of-state schools is
important, Cotter stressed,
especially at a college like
Colby, where 85 percent of
the students are f rom other
state s.
In addition , if low-interest
loan programs were open
only to Maine students,
other aid to Maine students
would be cut in order to
equalize aid resources for
in-and out-of-state students.
"During the 1370X the
federal government supported
student
loan
programs," Cotter said.
"We 've become reliant on
it."
Cotter explained that in
response
to
federal
education budget cuts,
Colby has increased its
financial aid budget by 22
percent , But this increase is
not enough to make up for
the loss in national funding.
"In addition, we need this
tax-exempt
facility
to
provide
low-Interest
student-paren t loans to
make up for cutbacks ,"
Cotter said,
Others testifying in favor
of the bill included: Dick
Adams, a parent ef a Colby
student ; students
from
Colby and Bates ; the
preside nts of Colby, Bates ,
and
Bowdoin;
and
Bowdoin's treasurer.

well are not exempt from
taxation under current state
law, and with increasing
municipal financial burdens
in recent years , most cities
have sought to collect the
taxes that
had been
overlooked as sources of
revenue. As a result of this ,
eight Colby fraternities
were assessed and taxed for
fiscal year 1980 and have
since hired an attorney in
an attempt to fight the
efforts of the city to keep
the fraternities on the tax
rolls in the coming years .
Dave Roberts , Colby's
representative
for Alpha
Tau Omega , was instrumental in coordinating
the legal proceedings for
the fraternities who are
jointly represented by Jed
Davis of the Mitchell &
Davis law firm in Waterville. Davis, acting on
behalf of the fraternities ,
filed an application
in
October 1981 for abatement
of taxes for that year, and
the Council met to rea ch a
final decision on this application .
At this meeting, Davis
asked the counc il to consider an alternate proposal
that would provide f or
negotiations - between the
city solicitor , assessor, and
a legal representative of the
f raterni ties to establish a
" user f ee" -- a payment
made to the city based on a
percentage of the taxes
imposed by law. The
agreement would involve

voluntary
participation;
however , the fraternities
would be paying less money
to the city of Waterville
under this proposal than
they would if the tax law
were enforced.
The
issue
of
tax
abatement originally before
the Counc il is one involving
far -more
legal complications. Although the city
council would likely not
have favored abatement ,
Davis told the council tha t
the fraternities would take
the issue to the courts were
it to come to a vote and be
defeated.
In order to establish in
court that college fra ternities should be tax-exempt ,
the property, financial and
residential
relationships
between the college and the
fraternities would have to
be examined and defined a lengthy and costly process
that both parties .as Davis
expressed , should seek to
avoid.
Certain members of the
city council voiced their
concern about the legal
distinctions separating the
functions of the college
itself and its fraternities ,
which
determine
the
liability for taxation , Colby,
as a libera l arts institution ,
is exempt, and to the extent
that the fraternities serve a
different function than that
of Colby, they are liabl e to
be taxed.
contin ued on p.
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Pres idential Scho lars visi t Colby

by Mary Rudolph
This past Sunday 97
Presidential
Scholars
arrived at Colby. These
students were selected on
the basis of ¦their outstanding -academic records
to attend the weekend's
activities. The group also
represented a substantial
geographic cross sections.
Of the 97 some came from
as far away as California,
Arizona and Indiana.
The goal of this program
is to encourage these superb
applicants td attend Colby
in order to increase the
intellectual caliber arid
geographic diversity of the
student body.
While a greaf many of the
scholars are musicians ana
artists, the program was
designed to expose them to '

Portland to celebrate
Portland , Maine's largest city, and the only one
with more than 50,000 citizens, is celebrating its
350th anniversary this year.
A host of events are planned from mid-June
through mid-September, and many of them will
have a nautical theme, reflecting the city's ties to
the sea. In July such ships as Annapolis' 9&-ft. ketch
Astral, the 295-ft. Coast Guard bark Eagle and the
friendhsip Sloop will visit the waterfront. Other
ships to visit include Maine Maritime's State of
Maine and the clipper Pride of Baltimore.
The Monhegan Island Yacht Race will be run in
August, as will a hot air balloon festival. There will
be regattas, boat shows, crafts fairs and many
community events held throughout the summer as
well.
For more dates, times and events, people should
contact the tourist office of The Greater Portland
Chamber of Commerce at 207-772-2811.

Afcohof p olicy to Lucas
Wes Lucas, Director of Student Affairs at Colby,
has announced that he will now be handling the
registration and approval of all events and activities where alcohol is involved.
This function was formerly performed by Ken
Gagnon who has now assumed new duties at Colby.
"There will be no changes in policy," Lucas said:
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Assistant Director of Safety
and Security.
Gagnon will fulfill both
Last week Ken Gagnon,
Director of Safety and responsibilities as Director
Security, was appointed as of Safety and Security and
Director of Administrative Director of Administrative
Services
until
a
Services.
Assuming
Gagnon 's position in Safety replacement is found. At the
and Security will be Peter present, the college is not
Chenevert, who will become actively searching for one.
by John Collins

The Reagan Administration 's proposal to bar
graduate students from the Guaranteed Student
Loan program was rejected Monday by a House
Appropriations subcommittee.
The subcommittee further recommended that the
government spend an additional $1.3 billion on loans
this year, instead of the $978 million extra requested
by the Reagan administration.
Reagan 's proposal, if approved, would have taken
effect April 1 to bar graduate students and restrict
undergraduate borrowing.
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• McDowell app oinied

continued f rom p . 1
McDowell was named to a three-year post for the
Commission on Women, which meets four times a year
in New York. She says that some members of the group
are in the process of coordinating a forum to be held
this December. Its tentative title is "Southern
Exposure: Black Women in Literature and Academic
Life," and will feature five women from Southern
schools to discuss various aspects of the topic of Black
women ih the South. A professor from Spelman College
in Atlanta will present her paper on the special mission
of black women's colleges. "The forum will also address the need for a fusion of Women's Studies with
Black Studies," McDowell added.
With this aim , the Commission hopes to obtain a
representative from the South to join the group. "We're
trying to get more of these women active in our
organization, so they in turn can reach other Southern
black women," McDowell said.
An emphasis on energy and commitment characterizes
the MLA Commission on the Status of Women. The
Commission focuses on a variety of women's issues as it:
works to improve conditions in the professional realm.
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President. The five-member
committee, consisting of
faculty and staff, made
recommendations
to
Nicholson. His final decision
had to be officially approved by President Cotter.
Gagnon replaced Gloria
Goodine who left last
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Director
of
AdministrativeServices is a
new position created by the
administration which incorporates the position of .
business manager and includes additional responsibilities. As director,
Gagnon will oversee the
duplication center, and
ensure adequate planning
and operation of the
telephone and intracampus
mail ' services. He will
establish and maintain an
inventory of office equipment, and develop, install,
and operate a central
organization
for purchasing.

Gagnon was selected from
among six applicants, all of
whom were from the Colby
conwnunity. Each applicant
was interviewed twice by a
five-member committee,
-and once by Stan Mcholson,
Administrative
Vice
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Dinner Specia l

Photo by Todd Lachmari
Dean of Facu l ty Paul Dor ain we l comes a
198 3 pres i dential scholar to Col by .
couragedto speak to alumni to Colby have until May 1 to
representatives in their decide whether or not they
area. The presidential will join the 1983 freshman
scholars already accepted class.

Gagnon to Adminis trative Servi ces

Loan p olicy up h eld
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all facets of the Colby
curriculum. On Sunday
several lectures were given
a
Pre-Law
including
Preparation by Dean Rose,
Studies
Foreign
a
Introduction by Professor
Weiss and an explanation of
Interdisciplinary
the
Program by Professor
Bassett.
Assistant
Dean
of
Admissions Joan Alway
said the administration felt
the program was a success,
especially the Monday
activities during which*the
students were allowed to
attend various classes.
At present no future
activities are planned for
the scholars, but the lines of
communication will be kept
open and they will be en-

month. Nicholson said that
Gagnon's "Organizational
flair" was a strong
characteristic that he:felt
was needed for the job.
Since assuming the position
of Director of Safety and
Security a year ago,
Gagnon has revamped the
parking system , initiated
an escort service and a lost
.and found department, and
has also greatly improved
the Jitney service.

According to Gagnon, his
new appointment is "the
position I had been hoping
for for a long time." One
regret that he has, however,
is the "loss of student
contact." Y 7
He also felt a loss at
leaving
Safety
and
Security: ^Thesei guys are
really good; they have
shown what it is to be a
professional college security
officer."
Nicholson explained that
^
an administrative decision
was made to hire from
within the Colby community. He said that the
administration
would
"provide training and have
patience" with the newly
appointed Director.

Founded in 1877, the Echo is published weekly,
except during vacation and examination oeriods. bv
the students of Colby College. All correspondence,
should be addressed to the Editor, Colby Echo,
Colby College,-Waterville, Me. 04901. The Echo ls
represented by the College Advertising Service.Inc.
for national advertising. Entered as second class
mail at Waterville, Me, 04901. Subscriptions are
available at $8.00 per year.
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The end of the 'dean 's excuse legend6:
You can tell y ourtales to y our professors now
by Deborah Fanton
A - student dashes into
chenustry;after sleeping 45
minutes through his final.
He thrusts a -white slip in
front of the professor,
whose stunned expression
slowly relaxes. This once
familiar scene is becoming
as obsolete as streaking.
The reason: no more dean's
excuses.
The decision to eliminate
dean's excuses was confirmed at the March 10
Educational Policy Committee meeting. From now
on, any excuse a student
requires must be negotiated
with his prof essor.
James
Gillespie,
Associate Dean of Students,
said that he will not miss
of
the x responsibility
granting .excuses. He
claimed that tricky or
suspicious circumstances
have often made his
position difficult.
Gillespie cited an incident
which occurred before he
became Associate ueaia ,
but which has been a part of
the "dean 's excuse legend'.'
for years.
Approximately ten years
ago, according to Gillespie,
a male upperclassman
limped into the Dean's
office late one morning

• taxes
con tinued

f rom p.

1

The dominant view at the
meeting was that there are
"no significant purposes of
the fraternities that are at
odds with the college," and
that the functions of
fraternities are in general
compatible with the college.
Two men attending the
meeting - one a former
student here and member of
Delta Upsilon prior to the
college's
move •
to
Mayflower Hill ~ addressed
the council and spoke of the
many activities that Colby
fraternities initiate and
participate in that contribute positively to the
Waterville community, such
as tlie Big Brother-Sister
Programs, blood drives,
and
elderly
visitation
programs.
"If fraternities are to be
taxe d," remar ked one
c it izen, "they will be less
able to serve -tho community in this manner, and

asking to be excused from
an exam he had missed
because his toe was stuck in
his bed spring.
Upon further questioning,
the student explained that
after awaking, he had
stretched and found his
large toe- stuck in the coiled
spring a Hatched , to the bed
frame. Even though his
roommate tried numerous
applications of soap, the, toe
would not move. Finally,
with the help of pliers, the
badly bruised toe was
released , but only after two
hours-just long enough for
the student to miss his
exam. Even though the
Dean could not validate the
story, he decided to grant
the student the excuse
because of his ingenuity.
Gillespie could not recall
any incident to match this
one during his career. He
was puzzled, though, a few
weeks ago when a student
came in asking for an excuse, which his professor
had requested.
"Apparently, the boy
went home to ' have
some extensive dental ^vork
done," Gillespie said "But
what I couldn't understand
is with the amount of metal
they put on his teeth, why
the teacher doubted his
word. All he had to do was
open his mouth. "
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family and off-campus club
activities
are
among
reasons for requests.
Infirmary illnesses and
off-campus athletic activities .are more commom
excuses, although posted
infirmary lists and athletic
rosters make these excuses
unnecessary, Gillespie said.
"There are also complications when it comes to
giving
out
excuses,"
Gillespie said. "One of these
areas is oversleeping and
missing an exam. "
"I've always felt like a
middle man, " Gillespie
said."Often I have no idea
what a student's past
behavior has been and I
don't have sufficient information to make a
judgment. Decisions concerning excuses should be
in the hands of the
professors. "
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" Photo by Pau l Burns
Dean James Gille psie holds up his
las t dean 's excuse. From now on ,
teachers and students wi11 have
"
to negotiate excuses.

Petri k speaks on El Salvado r missions
by Jennifer Beever

their
The
"church."
Salvadoran
people's
"church" is not merely a
building; their faith alone
constitutes the church. The
Sister spoke of the hardships people face in El
Salvador and of her own
experiences with religious
persecution.
Sister Petrik worked with
people who
displayed
"resourcefulness and intelligence in the face of a
trained armed , military."
She stressed to the audience
that that these people have
not been oppressed for
merely a decade; a military
dictatorship has existed in
El Salvador for at least fifty
years.
The "faith and courage"
of the people is what Sister
Joan Petrik remembers
from her daily life in El
Salvador. To her, it signifies
an endurance that will only
lead to more terror.
"This is a courage not
only in a few, but there is
this kind of strength in the
Salvadoran people," said
Sister Petrik. "If owr
government continues to
give aid, we will see more
death."
More specifically, Sister

Sister Joan Petrik is a
MaryKnoll missionary who
lived and worked hi El
Salvador for seven and a
half years. Last Wednesday
during Colby's "El Salvador
Teach-in" Sister Petrik
talked about her experiences to an audience of
Colby students, faculty,
staff, and members of the:
Waterville community.
Sister Petrik began by
could eventually cease to countering a misconception
exist at Colby as a result of about the
MaryKnoll
tlie financial strain."
mission work. She said that
After considering Davis' many observers believe
proposal for the negotiation their work, is "naive." She
of a "user fee," the council explained that the Mary
voted to amend by sub- Knoll order numbers in the
stitution the abatement thousands. Their presence
resolution,
subsequently is known in twenty-two
voting in favor of the countries: all of them Third
negotiations. It remains World countries, except for
now for the representatives Japan and the U.S.
The sisters "inculturate"
cf the city and the fraternities to get together to themselves into the counwork out an arrangement tries;' their concern is to
agreeable to both parties to serve the people.
settle the 1981 tax bill. This
"We walk shoulder to
procedure will have to be shoulder with the people,"
repeated each year unless Sister Petrik said. "We do
the abatement issue arises not do things for them."
In 1973 Sister Petrik was
again and is deckled in
asked to go to El Salvador
another manner.
Roberts and Davis both to help the people build
expressed their satisfaction
and pleasure on the council
vote. They feel that this
measure is the least
GET OFF THE HELL
financially demanding of all
the proposals, at least as
AND COME TASTE
far as Colby fraternitiesare
concerned.
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Deans excuses have
never been given for classes
missed because of travel
plans, or for "bind
situations" where a student
has two or three exams in
one day and wants to get
one postponed. The latter
type of problem has always
been worked but between
the student and his instructor , Gillespie said.
Infirmary
lists and
rosters detailing club's
activities will be circulated
daily to faculty. The Dean's
office also "will notify
professors of deaths in a
student's family or critical
emergencies.
There is no one common
reason for requesting dean's
excuses,
according to
Gillespie. Job or graduate
school interviews, doctors'
appointments, deaths in the

Petrik talked of the deaths
of the eleven priests, the
four nuns, and Archbishop
Romero. In 1977, Father
Grande's death marked the
beginning of a reign of
terror by the military. A
government investigation of
Grande's
death
was
promised to the people, and
they knew there were
witnesses to the incident.
Yet one month later the
military
sectioned off
Father Grande's community. They terrorized the
community, raping women
and murdering the people.
Anything associated with
Father
Grande
was
destroyed .
The people turned to
Archbishop
Romero.
Romero recognized their
needs, and, in Sister
Petrik's words, he "converted" to these needs.
Romero's conversion was
essential to the people's
solidarity. Later, the Arch-
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bishop was ambushed and
killed as he drove home to
his pueblo.
Despite the sadness and
the horrors that surround
Sister Petrik's experience in
El Salvador, she feels she
has gained something. She
told the audience, "I went
to serve, but I came back
richer. I grew in ways I
never would have grown."
Sister Petrik did express
hope for peace in El
Salvador. She talked about
the United States churches'
solidarity : "I think it has a
lot to say to us."
Speaking of the example
El Salvador provides us,
Sister Petrik concluded:
"There is a truth tha t
comes of this. We have a
belief in the people- in the
common man and . woman.
This is my faith. This is
why I feel that we, as well
as any other country in the
world, should stay out of El
Salvador."
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Fif teen student cars vanda lised
by Jennifer Julian
An estimated 15 studentowned vehicles were vandalized at Colby during a
five day period from March
6 to March 11. Over 2,000
dollars worth of stolen car
stereo, CB equipment and
vehicle damage has been
reported to Colby Safety
and Security Department.
Most of the targeted
automobiles were narked in
the lot adj acent to KDR,
although two of the
reported incidents occurred
in Roberts parking area,
The crime reports indicate that several of the
incidents took place in
daylight, and that most
vehicles were locked at the
time of entry.
Front or rear
windows were broken to
gain access to vehicles, and
extensive damage was
caused in several cases,
particularly those in which
no equipment of value was
available to steal.
Duncan Alexander, a
senior whose 1976 Volare
was parked in the KDR. lot
when it was vandalized,,
describes the damage
caused to his car, "A
window on the passenger
side was smashed and the
also
was
dashboard
smashed. My Blaupunkt
tape deck was stolen, and a
speaker which they tried to
remove, but couldn't, was
Alexander
broken."

estimated the total cost of
damage at $450. "The car
was worth only $800
though," he said, "so I had
no insurance."
Mike Beland, also of
second
floor
Taylor,
describes what happened to
his 1973 Pinto three nights
earlier, "Someone apparently attempted to steal
my battery, and when they
couldn't they took diagonal
cutters and cut all the wires
to my motor out of
frustration." The damage,
according to Beland, cost
him $10 in parts and four
hours of his time.
Says Ken Gagnon, former
Director of Safety and
(the
Security,
"They
vandals) seemed organized
in some ways, but they did
some foolish things; they
seemed to get frustrated
when they found nothing
valuable to steal and cut
cables, ignition wires and
tore up dashboards."
Car stereo and citizen
band radioequipment, inamplifiers,
cluding
speakers, cassette decks,
radios, and equalizers were
stolen from most of the
vehicles, and total gross
estimates have reached 2238
dollars for stolen goods
and d?mage,
Colby safety and Security,
in conjunction with the
Waterville and Oakland
Police Departments, have
been investigating the incidents.

Says Peter Chenevert,
newly appointed Director of
Safety and Security,"At this
point, two suspects have
been picked up in Oakland,
and three in Waterville: one
arrest has been made." All
of the suspects are
Waterville and Oakland
residents, but no names
have yet been released.
Based on information
gathered from the two
Oakland suspects, Colby
Safety and Security set up a
surveillance of all student
parking areas on Friday,
March 12. Says Gagnon^,
"One of the suspects had
panicked and told us about
a planned hit to take place
on Friday night at Colby,
but nothing happened."
Several stolen pieces of
car , stereo
equipment
belonging to Colby students
were recovered in a routine
search of a vehicle driven

Detect i ve Quirion exam i nes sto l en
equipment i dentified by Colby owners

Woman inj ure d in camp us assault

v\ campus mugging incident on Sunday, March 14
resulted in
a stolen
pocketbook, several unnamed suspects, and injuries to the 60 year old
victim.
Mrs. Barbara Ann Colvin,
wife of Roberts Food
Manager Russell, was
walking towards Roberts
Union on the road between
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by a Waterville man. The
vehicle was identified from
police reports and the
driver arrested on an.
account of driving under
suspension of
driver's
license. "No charges have
been brought against the
suspect in relation to the
vandalism incidents," said
Waterville police department detective Norman
Quirion. "We did recover
equipment . which has been
identified as stolen from his
car, but we don't have
enough evidence at this
point to charge the driver
with burglary. "
Says Gagnon of the ColbyWaterville-Oakland
investiagtive efforts, "What
makes me feel good about
the whole investigation is a
really concerted effort on
the part of all three
departments; there's a
great deal of cooperation
involved."

«3 ELM PLAZA , WATERV I LLE
5) (ABOVE THE KENNEBEC
VALLEY COURTS)
A)

the West Quad and Johnson
Pond at 7:30 p.m. when she
was assaulted.
"I had parked in front of
LOvejoy and went over to
buy tickets at the Chapel,"
Mrs. Colvin explained. "I
decided to walk to Roberts
by the pond. When I was on
the steps near the quad, a
man came behind me and
threw me to the ground. He
took his hand and pushed
my head to the pavement,
taking my purse. My
glasses were smashed and
my face was badly

bruised."
Colvin
continued
to
Roberts Union where her
husband contacted Safety
and Security. Lynn Maclean
an EMT, helped Mrs. Colvin
relax and administered
first aid treatment. Colvin
was taken to Thayer Unit
emergency room where she
was treated for facial
abrasions.
Her pocketbook which
was stolen by the mugger
contained $3 in cash, and
Colvin's keys. The keys
were later found on the road
where the incident occured.

The attacker, who has
been described by the
victim as
"short and
stocky," has not been apprehended.
Colby Safety and Security
Department contacted the
Waterville . Area Communication Center and
Waterville Police.
Says Gagnon, former
director of Safety and
Security, "We have several
suspects, none of them are
Colby students." The exact
number and names of the
suspects have not been
released.

by Deborah Fanton

Each member of the pair
will receive "half-time
salaries," but they will each
get their own contracts and
considered
will
be
separately for promotions,
determinations,
salary
reappointments and tenure.
If one member of the
couple becomes eligible for
tenure and the other does
not, the former will assume
the entire position.
Also, if one member of
the pair becomes incapacitated, the other
member will assume his
teaching
partner's
responsibilities.
While sharing a joint

appointment, if another
position,becomes available,
one member of the pair
may apply for the full-time
position,
although the
department is not obligated
to accept the application.
Jane Bernard and Joel
Hunter of the history
department are the first to
take advantage of the new
policy, according to Cotter.
"The policy was created
for two talented instructors
who want time for both
teaching, as well as writing
and research," Cotter said.
"Applications including the
new policy have already
been distributed. "

Trustees app rove shared
appointments f or p rof essors
A new policy where two
similarly qualified people
may share one full-time
position was
teaching
recently approved by the
Board of Trustees.
The main purpose of the
policy is to help married
couples who both wish to
teach at Colby, according to
President Cotter.
The pair will determine
the allocation of responsibilities between them and
this distribution will be
approved by the department
chairman and the dean of
faculty.

.

PH ONE 8 72-2182

• ACROSS PROM STERAS, ENTERANCE ON THE CONCOUMB,

COMPLETE LINE OF CONTACT LENS &

EYE CARE SUPPLIES

HAVE A GREAT VACATION!

SEE US FOR YOUR OUT-OF-STATE PRESCRIPTIONS
WEDNESDA Y IS ALL-CITIZENS' DAY-10% OFF ON ALL NON-SALE MERCHANDISE! 1 /

Classifieds
Kenzo ,
To
Does your sister really wear a
bra?
Debbie Lunchbag!
Congrats ! We knew you would do
well. We were rooting for yal
XOXOXO Mellow and Fllghtbag
1

w

¦ ''—;

Angel
To
Guardian
There once was a fellow named
Jim who really goes out on a
limS For the trick he w ill play
on his good friend AA.A . may
someday
backfire
on him.
M
.A.
A.S. (who? ) stopped by again..,
a
clueless
door •
To M.B.,
patiently
for
I' m waiting
Bean 's I
' m ready whenever you
are.
OWR

Be nice to T.B. She didn 't mean
to do it. (Are your pants still
fitting, or have you gone ,to
Mexico? )
To the Morning : IT comes and
goes, But always ' comes back
again;
Thank
you .
Your
ultimate
Goof
Harry,
Your uppercut is just dandy but
y ou've got to work on your left
cross.
Marvin Hagler
Janey,
I can not believe you wore
those leans to dinner. I was
personally
shocked
and
dismayed.
A neighbor.
Rob ,
Is Vic Romero back in action?
Curious.
CR ,

Talk to me, I lust love that
accent. Take me back please.

DC,
Did anyone tell you that you
look sensous in curlers?
The guys on 2nd floor
MF,
Can I borrow your Uncle Vitc 's
cement mixer? I think a few
people need some new footwear.
Thanks.
Gut do Carla,
"There Is no such thin g as a
problem without a gift for you
in Its hands. You seek problems
because you need their gifts. "
Bach
DJF,
A test to find whethe r your
mission on earth Is f inished: If
you 're alive, It Isn 't
For the Residential Alcoholic ,
Thanks for a great time , j
en|oyed amazin g monsters.
Your Fellow English Major
.
Hey Predictable ,
The Fountain of Yo utlt Is In
say.
they
Florida so
Gulf of Mexico
Mrs, Shakespeare English majors do It with
elements of stylo, (But did you
havo to get him pregnant? )
CR' s Harom
P.S. There ' s a good doctor In
Mexico who give ' s free kittens
with every visit.

Thank-you
mystery
flower
sender. Your kindness made a
long study night bearable.
L.K.
P.S. Mary won 't tell me who you
are. Will you?

Phlonious ,
I do have a question: How do
they know that there Is no
sound from a bell in a vacuum?
They couldn 't have put their car
to the vacuum , could they? Why
hearin g
that
would
be
something not only beyond the
s
atmosphere
but
in
earth'
matterless . space wh ich does not
exist naturally. For everywhere
we look we see land . I can wal k
in all directions there is space
In every direction. That' s 100
percent !

C-Next time you leave Lovejoy at
that hour, please keep the
beaming to a minimum (even if
it Is only once in four months... )
M&P

Dear
T.K.
&
CR.
We must slap the milit ants down.
^
They
are out of control.
Rich

Welcome Doug and Hunter,
MU

Robin,
Have a Happy St. Patty 's!!

Briglit'
Just because you say you are
studyin g for a biology test cells
doesn 't mean we believe you. We
hear the noises comin g.from you r
closet. (Con 't make a choi ce for
PF. huh? ) We love you anyway !
Saturda y night gossips

Help
wanted:
Temporary
editor
needed to
serve during academic crisis.
firm,
decisive ,
Must
be
- demanding, down-right bitchy.
Also must be able to give appearance that you know what
you 're doing. No journalism
backroutid necessary. Will pay
in blood. Inquiries to Craig,
230.
Colby
box

To our favorite Jewish Mother,
Break a leg!!! I
Love, Beatrice and Evelyn

J ES,
Mon amle, bonne chance jeudi
prochaln
Je t'aime comme
tou jours!

Thanks for a great season captain . Happy Birthday!
Love,
Grace,
Beatrice
and
Evel yn

FOR SALE a V* size boxsprin g
and mattress. Good buy for $25.
Call Jenny x2530.

To 4th floor Taylor,
One awesome season T, C LR,
GB, AMW-We 'll get 'em next
year!!!!!

Kamoo ,
Good job Cap and Happy Birthday!!
Love the Irrestlbles

To Captain Kamoo,
Thanks for a greafcseason . The
rentals
are
number
one! I! Happy
20th
BIRTHDAY!! I We'll get 'em next
year!
The Taylor Rentals

WANTED: an accurate typist to
work 3-5 hours a week for the
Echo. Call Su x2552.
Happy Birthda y Kamoo.
Love LAAR.GRB ,AWW

Coach R.S.,
Good job.
The RT.R. 's

To the other three who are
westward bound -Alta here we
come! 11
One psyched skier! II

M.B.,
Happy Birthday and thanks for
a great season!
The Rentals

AMW and PM Break your legs
guys!
Best-your Taylor fans!

Happy Birthday number 67. Good
work this season.
The Rentals

3 D floor Taylor,
Good |ob guys. The rentals are
number one!
4th floor
To RL,
You 're a great R.A. HBDII!
Love, The irresistibles

LR,
You 're our number one I.
Happy Birthda y ond thanks for
being our roomie.
Love, The Other Two I's

Two days late!
Love, Taylor 405
Mooskl ,
You did a great job I Happy
20th.
love, Crotch.

9

"Happy !flh birthda y. Now that
you ' re an old lady, we'd hope
you won 't fall asleep on any
• more Johnson Pond bench es
alter TDP f rat partle sl
.ov e, Mom and R' s sleepover
guest .

Underdog 's Escort Service KDR,
soml formals a specialty. Call
ext. 2448 And ask for Sweet
Pure-bred,
Polly
Ems ,
Happy eighteenth!
Your best friend , buddy, and pal.

$-329 big ones for a now tub e?
That' s a lot ol crlbba ge!
Sub
\

Phlllppa and Carolyn,
God sees the truth, but drinks ,
Good party , Thanks.
Bono F,

DC,
Elektra lives I
Ben Urlch
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Siti oo George '$ and
the Lebanese Bakery

Dear Spiderwoman and Baldy ,
I'm going Greyhound.
Au
ma
convenable
soeur ,
Vous etiez serrez terribtemerrt en
vendredi
votre /vlidd'ou
dlebvroul etait trap serre. Ou
est ma chemise de voider

If words like Shesh Kafta,
Sfeha, Bialawa or Mamule
don't wet your appetite then
chances are that you have
never taken advantage of
Lebanese
Waterville's
dining opportunities.
This area's relatively
large Lebanese population
has*spa-wned two very good
Lebanese eating places:
Sittoo George's and the
Lebanese Bakery.
Sittoo George's is located
at 4 Union St. in Waterville.
Union St. is off of College
Ave. right across from the
rear entrance to Dunkin
Donuts. The restaurant is a
greenish-blue building on
the right hand side of Union
St., just before you get to
Front St.
Although Sittoo George's
offers American Seafood,
pasta, chicken and steak
entrees, you would be
cheating yourself if you
didn't try their Lebanese
food.
We had Shesh Kafta,
which is chunks of finely
ground
meat, , light
seasoning and oil, charbroiled and served on a bed
of rice pilaf. We also tried
their combination platter
which included Raw Kibbee,
Baked Kibbe, Lebanese
style chicken, cabbage roll,
Kafta, Rice Pilaf and
Lebanese String Beans.
All but the seafood entrees include the Lebanese
Salad Bar and coffee or tea,
Most entrees are in the $5.00
or under range.
The menu also offers
cocktails, soup, Lebanese
appetizers, as well as pies
and delicious Lebanese
pastry for dessert.
The service at Sittoo
George's was very good.
Although not fancy it had a
nice . atmosphere with
dimlighting, candles and
soft music. The dress at
Sittoo George's is casual but

Finichie: your fish are rotting on
the pavement. Please come get
them.
The Blue Whale
lain: We want you .
Republic of Chad
WANTED: 2 or 3 students interested in doing carpentry
durin g spring break. Call Dr.
Lovlt z.
ext.
239&
SJ,
23 KDR's and 48 LCA's, that
must be some kind of a record.
I really underestimated you.
GDI
ATTENTION all Gamma Delta
lota 's. Hell week will begin as
soon as we get the sweatshirts.
LA ,

Have you tried Lanacalne? It
might help. There is only one
problem; it doesn 't come in 5
gallon tub es.
A friend.
I am offering a reward for the
return of my blue L.L.Bean
knapsack which I left in the ice
rink on March 11. Call x23! 7.
Katie,
Welcome back )
2nd floor.
Giggles,
Your father Is a nice guy. I bet
he doesn 't like Genesis, What
happened to you?
A nelghblr.
R. Mark ,
Thanks for the clarification.
Just one more question , can you
be bribed?
A slightly less confused English
major.
Hey Ron :
oporvfaced
to
Here's
debaucher y! Just wait 'til the
subwa y arrives!
Signed , The Romans

EC,

To our new neighbors,
Must you use a hair dryer at
midni ght ? Other than that
welcome 1

Hylas ,
Well we can make a region of
space where there Is no matter.
But also there is direction. So
there is free spac e where a
particular moment of matter at
whate ver degree on the scale of
orders of magnitude may move ii
it is there. But here it isn 't.

by Sean Duffy

P.W.-try to coord inate that manic
mind with that depressive
body..
a
ConcernedFriend

George,
You 're Beat ! I!
Anne

TL.A. & CD.
Welcom e to Colby!

Margrlt,
You aggressive tiger , you. You
make me smile ,
Luvba g
Lunchba gs,
Don't let your studying Bet In
the way of the nice weather.
Theref ore bl
Dear May and Chrlslo ,
We ' re " golden " In ono week!
Vero Beach look out I Here we
come , It couldn 't have come at
a better time , to escape In a
wild place. That could only mean
one mlno „ .Wild Tlmos „. 0,o!

& SUBS

neat.
Sittoo Georges also does"
catering and is open
Monday thru Saturday from
11 a.m. until 10 p.m. with a
luncheon buffett offered
everyday but Saturday.
While in the neighborhood I thought I'd drop
by the Lebanese bakery
which is a very small
building at 34 Temple Street
Snibke Shop, and diagonally
across the street from
Norms.
The Lebanese Bakery is
primarily designed for take
out and catering although it
does have a small counter
you can eat at. As with
Sittoo George's, all the food
is authentic and homemade.
The menu consists of
several take out items
which are already prepared
and several special dishes
which must be called in
ahead. If you want some
Lebanese dish that is not on
their menu they will usually
cook it to order.
The Lebanese Bakery is
open weekdays from 10
a.m. until 6 p.m. and
Saturdays from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m.
Although some of the food
I tried seems to call for an
aquired taste, overall I
thought it was good.
However, not having grown
up with Lebanese food I
decided to put it to the test.
1 got some j spinich and
some meat turnovers, Zatar
(a flat , seasoned bread) and
Sfeha <a breadlike shell
filled with ground beef ,
onions, peppers, seasoning
and a light tomato sauce) .
From the pastry selection
we got some Bialawa (or
Baklawa) and Almond
Diamond cookies. I brought
all this back to Colby and
presented it to my panel of
Lebanese food experts.
The
decision
was
unanimous -• the Lebanese
cooking was excellent-but
not quite as good as a
Lebanese
grandmama
makes!

BAR BOTTLES-WINE-CHIPS
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Sliced Turkey Deluxe Sub
Reg. 1.89 Now 1.39

I—— ™.Expires 3/25/82—

r
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Large Tuna Roll
Reg. 1.85 Now 1.39

i.—— Expires 3/25/82 ,

^

j

j
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Roast-beef Sandwich
Reg. 1.95 Now 1.69
Exp ires 3/25/82 -:

Announceme nts
TO ALL SENIORS: Registration for graduation
regalia will begin immediately
following spring break. A
$10.00 deposit will1 be required ($5 of which .wu! be
returnable). Orders must be placed prior to April 23.

Linda Hurwitz, Dorothy Reuman, and Paul Machlin,
will be held at 12:30, Friday, Starch 19, in Given
Auditorium.
THE MATH TABLE will meet from 12 - 3:00 p.m.,
Friday, March 19, at You Know Whose Pub.

DEANS ROUND TABLE Discussion will be held today
from 3 - 4:30 in the Johnson Hall first floor lounge.

A PRE-FRESHMEN DANCE will be held March 20 at
8:30 p.m. in Roberts Loft.

STEPHEN GUDEMAN, department of anthropology,
U. of Minnesota, will give a lecture, "Ricardo's
Representations: An Anthropological Analysis of an
Economic Model," today at 4:00 in L205.

FICTION READING with Tobias Wolff, Professor of
Creative Writing at Syracuse University will be held on
Monday, March 22 at 8:00 p.m. bi the Smith Lounge,
Runnals Union. Wolff is the author of "In the Garden of
North American Martyrs."

AN OPEN BIOLOGY SEMINAR , "Molecular Biology
of Human Alpha and Beta Thalessemia " with David M.
Bodine 76 will be held in Alio today at 6:30 p.m.

A SEMINAR titled "Is the New York Stock Exchange
an Efficient Market?" with Rick Wald '82 and Marc
Gordon '82 will be held on March 22 from 12:45 - 1:30 in
the President's Dining Room, Dana,

AN AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL information forum
will be held tonight at 7:30 in Butler and Dana lounges.
V THE CLARA M. SOUTHWORTH lecture on
Environmental Design -will be held tonight at 8 p.m. in
Giveh Auditorium. The topic will be "Fire Projects in
Progress" with Christo, artist.

A BIOLOGY SEMINAR will be held on March 23 from
6:30-9 p.m. in the Smith Room, Roberts.
A STUDENT LIAISON Committee organizational
meeting will be held on March 24 from 5:30 - 6:00 p.m.
in the Smith Room. Roberts.

A NOONDAY RECITAL featuring Dvorak's Piano
Quintet in A Major with Adrian Lo. Lavinia Stefani,

A FACULTY COLLOQUIUM titled "Kodak's
Dominance of the Amateur Photographic Industry" with
James Meehan, Associate Professor of Economics,
Colby, will be held on March 24 at 4:00_p.m. in the Healy
Room, Miller Library.
ANTHROPOLOGY LECTURE AND LUNCHEON with
Stephen Gudeman, department of anthropology,
University of Minnesota. The lecture, "Ricardo's
Representations: An Anthropological Analysis of an
Economic Model," will be held today at 4:00 .p.m. in
L205. The luncheon will be held tomorrow, March 19„ in
the Whitney Room.
< DANCE MARATHON ( ARPIL 9 - 10) If you are interested in dancing for 24 hours for the benefit of the
Kenaset Association, or want to donate y our time in
helping out, you must get involved soon ! Contact Anne
Edwards, ext. 2518, or Lynette Home, ext. 2475, about
either one. Pledge sheets for dancers are available in
the Student Activities office and dancers must be formally registered there by Friday, March 26.
A PASSOVER SEDER will be held in the Smith,
Robins and Hurd Rooms, Thursday, April 8 at 6 p.m.
Anyone interested in attending please contact Jeff
Nottonson by Friday, March 19. Sponsored by B'nai
B'rith Hillei.

Career Watch

CAREER CALENDAR :

TEACHING
AND
EDUCATIONAL
ADMINISTRATION - the "Inside Line," a job vacancy
bulletin announcing vacancies all over the country, has
just arrived. Public school and private school positions.
Look through it in Roberts 248.
CAREERS WITH THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED
Boston College has a special program to train persons
interested in working with others who are visually
impaired. There is a great shortage of people with this
kind of training. Government traineeship awards
available to help with costs. There is a representative' in
Maine who can speak with you about the programcareer, or you can contact BC clirectly. Find out the
details from Career Planning.
ENVIRONMENTAL NATURALIST-INSTRUCTOR
positions available at the Ashokan Field Campus for
naturalist-instructors for the fall of '82. Applicants must
have a general background in field biology/and experience working with children ages 10 to 13. Find out
how to apply in the Career Planning Office.
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• Great Looking Hairstyle
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Thursday , March 18

PARALEGAL POSITIONS - positions available in
Boston. Send a cover letter and resume to Ms. Karen
Spencer; Sugarman, Rogers, Baishak, and Cohen; 73
Tremont Street; Boston, MA 02108. This position was
announced once before. If you sent a resume through
Pat Hickson, please see her immediately.
POSITIONS IN LOS ANGELES AREA - A copy of the
Los Angeles Times Careers '82 Edition has just arrived.
It spotlights a wide selection of excellent job opportunities in Southern California, and some others
across the nation. Available for your reference in the
Career Planning Off ice.

Jordan Marsh Information Session
7:00 p.m.
Hathaway Interviews

Friday , March 19

Jordan Marsh Interv iews

Tuesday, March 23
V /icks I nterviews

Wednesday, March 2k
Lea rn i ng Skills , Inc . Interviews

Thursday , Ma rch 25

Summer
J obs
How can you fi nd a quiet

School for Field Studies
mation Session

local Chamber of Commerce.
When you call a person in
your, field to make an appointment tell them you are
seeking information about
the field and not that you
What kind of work do
are looking for a job
you want to do?- something
because you are not; you
that will match up with
can do that later when you
your interests or something
have determ ined th at you
new? A good guideline is to
want to work in that
Having answered these
try to find a job of a
organization and if there
professional nature : it will questions you are ready for
are jobs available there. At
help you with your career the next and p erh aps mos4
the end of each of these
decisions later and th e important step in the job
interviews be sure to ask
experience will help you search : ta lki ng about th e
th e person f or th e names of
find a quality position upon j ob market to people in your
other people in the field who
field of interest. This is
graduation.
can also give you helpful
because
85
Where do y ou want to important
information. A few days
p
ercent
oi
a
ll
summer
j
o
b
s
early
work? By deciding
after the interview send a
where you want to, work, are never listed anywhere,
thank you note, Keep a file
you can focus all your job You can find out about
of all your interviews and
hunting eff orts on a those j obs by talking to
the notes you took during
'
geographical people in your field. You
restricted
the interview.
can
find
the
names
of
those
area.
If you want to work In a
What skill s can you people by asking friends or
geographical location away
of fer , an .employer? Take a relatives or by calling the
from Waterville, conduct
your interviews over the
telephone, It is a commonly
accepted practice in the
business world. Contacting
I £ J l|pr ^
by phone during the
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Although your bank of
personal contacts will be

summer j ob that is both
interesting 1 and pay s a
decent wage ? The first step
is to answer a f ew questions
about y ourself :

moment to list the
skills you have learned in
your courses, activities,
summer j obs, volunteer
experiences, sports, clubs,
etc, Some of the skills most
in demand today are
organizational
skills,
communication skills and
interpersonal skills.

&^^ th\NO DOL\JWl ^^^ ^i

Infor-

the most important step in
getting a j ob, you will also
want to check th e help
wanted section of the
newspaper, the YelloW
Pages for listings of employers, the Chamber of
Commerce
f or
local
businesses, the state employment
agency
and
temporary
employment
agencies.
As part of your j ob search
you will need a resume
which lists your previous
jobs and your current skills.
The CPO has information
sheets which will help you
draf t one, and a counselor
in the office will review
your' rough draft with you.
There are several reference
books in the office which list
current
summer j ob
openings. There is also a
file of current openings that
have been mailed to the
Career Planning Office by
employers.
During the week and a
half that remains before
spring break, use the
telephone to set up Interviews for the week
beginning March 20. Set a
goal of ten to fifteen personal interviews; during that
week, Contact Bill White at
the Career Planning Office,
ext. 2343, if you need further
assistance.
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We are open for regular business every Friday and Satu rday from 6 pm. on ,and
we would be happy to make special arrangements for larger groups or special occasio ns.
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10% off for coup ies—l5% off for group s of 4 or more .
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SENIORS ! It is not too early to make your reservat ions for graduation weekend.
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Three mus ical groups provide fine night 's enter tainme nt
By Dan Weeks

The first movement, marke d "Un poco sostenotbAllegro," started off with the timpani plodding and built
Last Sunday the Colby Community Symphony
into great crescendos. The dyna mic control was great ,
Orchestra , conducted by Peter Re, the Waterville Area
but the bass line got lost when the violins played fff.
Community Chorus , and the Colby College Glee Club,
The second movement , marked Andante sostenuto ,
under Paul Machlin , presented a diverse evening pf
was of course slow with a powerful moving bass line/
finely performed music.
There were fine solos by the oboe , Dennis Ritz , and the
The Colby Community Symphony Orchestra began
clarinet , Richard Tassinari , which stood out piercingly
with a superb performance of Brahm 's "Symphony No.
clear above the pizzicatt o strings. The French horn ,
1." Brahms spent twenty years laboring on his first
John Whedler , interacted in his solo especially well with
symphony, trying to perfect it so it would be worthy
the concertmaster violinist , Norman Balabas. This
to be called the "9th symphony. " The Colby Community
movement, smooth and calm , was done so well that
Symphony Orchestra did honor to Brahms ' efforts with
someone sighed, "It makes you fall asleep" as the
every thing from delicate pizzicatos to over powering
movement ended in a high quivering violin note.
crescendos. The staccatos were done very well, clear
The third movement , marked Un poco allegretto e
and sharp, which is difficult to do in such an
grazioso, started out with the clarinets carrying the
acoustically "alive" place as Lorimer Chapel.' It was
rolling theme. The passing back and forth of the theme
enjoyable to. have the orchestra in such a small place
between the woodwinds and the strings was very good.
(so small that Janet Lamoreau , the timpanist , had to
This short movement ended suddenly.
stand facing away from the conductor! ) The orchestra
The fourth movement was the longest, but it was also
should give all their concerts in the chapel- the acoustics
what we were all waiting for. This movement was the
are so much better than in the gym.
built on an earlier theme, providing a unity to the piece.
But it went beyond this, to a triumphant almos t marchlike sound that was full and Brahmsian ! The balance
between the bass string and the violins was better than
in the first movement. All in all, it was a very enjoyable
50 minutes of music. As Prof. Armstrong said , "I like
Brahms!"
After the intermission , the Waterville Area Community Chorus performed three sect
ions f rom "Four
Motets on Gregorian Themes" by Maurice Durufle
under the ba ton of . Paul Machlin. After a false start ,
jthey did a fine job, performing music which sounded
like Gregorian chants modified into a smooth /mostly
unison, song. I especially enjoyed the daring start by the
basses and t enors in "Tu es Petrus; " they came in
1 ¦"
ii m VM j j loudly and conf idently. This section of t he concert by
Durufle could have been left out , as it was a long conby J. Nash Robbi ns
^/ "jfe./ cert (from 8 to 10) ; and Durufle , 's music was overshadowedquickly by the awesome "Autumn" by Haydn.
"Missing, " directed by Costa-Gar vas , is a powerf ul
Thenext piece, from the "Seasons" by Joseph Haydn ,
a nd scary movie. One of f ew overtly political films to was performedby by the Orchestra, the WatervilleArea
come out of Hollywood, the f ilm traces the search for Community Chorus, and the Colby College Glee Club.
Charles Herman (Jo hn Shea ) by his wife Beth ( Sissy
The exceptionally fine fine soloists were Bonnie
Spacek) and father Ed (Jack Lemmon ) after his
Boyington, soprano, Hoffmeister, tenor, and Lublow
disappearance during the military coup in Chile in 1973.
Hallman, baritone. The beauty and power of this piece
Clai m ing to be based on " documented facts," it accuses
the United States of complicity in both his death and in
the coup against thelef tistregime.
Spacek and Lemmon both give excellent perf ormances as the desperate wife and father of the
Tonight Christo will give the 12th annual C lara M.
m issing Herman, neither one being depicted as overly
Southworth Lecture at 8 p.m. in Given Auditorium. His
an gelic - each is human , each is guided by separate
topic "Five Projectsin Progress" will concern his moat
political beliefs, and they argue with one another even
ambitious plans for wrapping or otherwise ornamenting
as they struggle against the overwhelming bureaucracy
theenvironmenton a largescale.
of the embassy . Ed is a cynical, conservative
The Colby College Art Department in conjunction with
businessman, who believes in his country and its
the Museum of Art is in the midst of a series of presen
system, and who sees his son's liberal life as a waste
tationson Christo, the artist and his work. Four films of
and a mistake. Beth is a cynical liberal , who mistrusts
("Wrap ped
selected
accomplishments
Coast" ,
the government and its system. In the end , her own
"
"Wra
pped
Walkways
"Valle
y
Curtain
and
"Running
,"
,
view of the powers-that-b e is confirmed; Ed is beaten by
Fence") have already been shown, Tonight , however,
the government, no longer able to believe in his countr y,
Christo will be here In person to speak on his work.
right or wrong. Yet , his views are not entirely
discredited, for, as he points out, it is the American
system which allows him the freedom to lash out at the
His first topic will be "The "Gates," a proj ect for
system itself.
Central Park. Christo writes , in memorandums sent to
• The photography serves to invoke contrasting kinds of
the Art Department to accompany the series, "The
horror; blood and bodies line the streets, and the
Gates
will be 15 feet high with a width .varying]from 0 to
soldiers are everywhere, gunshots haunting the Hor, following the edges of the walk ways, per28
feet
mans in their search. Yet in the palacial luxury of the
pendicular
to the selected foot paths of Cent ral Park ,
embassy and governmen t building, they find hypocrisy
Attached
to
the top of each steel gate, spaced at 9 feet
and lies, a nightmare of bureauc racy and official
the
fabric will come down to 5 feet 6 inches
intervals
,
denials. Wheels turn , the film gains momentum ; yet it is
from
the
ground
, allowing the synthetic woven panels to
an unmoving momentum , constantly stopped by the
wave
horizontall
y towards the next gate. The Gat es are
United States Government.
planned
to
rema
in for 14 days in the last two weeks of
"Missing" paints a bad and disturbing view of
after which the 27 mile long work
October
1083
or
1984,
American policy and bure aucracy , The acting and
of
art
shall
be
removed
and the ground restored to its
direction are both deftly handled , forming a lasting
condition
,"
original
impression of the hopelessness of facing up to the
Another topic will be a project for the United Arab
American system . Most disturbing are (he implications
Emirates
call "the Mastaba of Abu Dhabi. " Christo
that the U.S. Embassy was Involved In the coup, and in
repres ent "the symbol of the Emirate and
says
it
will
the killing of innocent Ameri cans as well as of Chilians.
the
greatness
of Sheikh Zaycd; the Mastaba will be
It is a statement so powerful that the State Departme nt
and
more
massive than the Cheops Pyramid near
taller
has issued a three page statement denying the charges
1 be the symbol of civilization of oil
Cairo.
It
will
also
the movie makes. Certainly, it is a movie which is well
world
, The Mastaba will be made of
ghout
the
throu
worth seeing,
390.500 oil bar rels. The project has the most unique
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Two singers perform in Sunday 's concer t.
Photo by Todd Lachman
was added to by the stacked tiers of perf ormers
towering over the audience. "A utumn" is a piece
describing the harvests the autumn love ,a hunt , and a
harv est celebration. The hunt movement was . most
enjoyable . A sharp "boom!" on the timpani caused the
whole a udience to j ump. Haydn must have a sense of
humor! Also adding to the excitement of the hunt was
the fine hunting call played by the French horns.
The celebration section with the whole chorus singing
back and forth was a fitting way to conclu de an extremely enjoyable evening of music which I' m sure
more than adequately impressed the Presidential
Scholars who were scattered throughout the audience.
An immense amount of work must have gone into the
extremely fine performance of Autumn - words are
inadequate to describe the exquisite singing of the
soloists or t he power of the huge joint choruses deftly
passing back and forth the interacting themes in a
beautiful ballet of music1 If you were in the library
studying f or the Cell Biology exam, your sense of
priori ties are wrong!

Christo to give Clara M. South worth Lecture

character. Nothing comparable has ever existed in any
other countr y. Hundreds of bright colors, as enchanting
as the Islamic mosaics, will give a constantl y changing
visual experience according to the time of the day and
the quality of the light.
"The grandeur and vastness of the land will be
reflected in the gran deur and majesty of the Mastaba
which is to be 300 meters ( 984 feet) wide , 225 meters
(738 feet) deep and 150 meters (492 feet ) high . The only
pur pose of this monument is to be itself. The Mastaba
of Abu Dhabi can become the symbol of the Emirate
and of the twentieth century oil civilization. "
A third project , "the wrapping of the building of the
German Reichstag will be a temporary work of art , to
remain 14 days In September. The choice of Berlin , and
specificallyof the Reichstag,was born with the project
itself: Berlin has the richest variety of texture of town
anywhere in the world- physical encounter of two values
of life and human existence : East and West , The
Reichstag i, situa ted on the limit of that space and
stands up in »n open, strangely metaphysical area ,
related to its own changes from late nineteenth century,
burnt In 1933, almost destroyed in 1945, and restored in
the sixties. The Reichstag was in continuous changes
and perturbations, but always remlaned the symbol of
Democracy .
"A high-strength synthetic woven fabric that meets
the prescribed standards ol fire retardation and dacron
rope will be used for the wra pping of the Reichstag.
Each facade will be covered by five tailor-made fabr ic
panels. Attachment points for the fabric arid the ropes
will be made using expanding columns that permit
installation and removal without altering the building.
All vulnerable statues and ornaments will bo protected
by specially fabricated cage-like structures ,
continu ed on p. 9
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Five plays in One Act Festival

Arts Noteis

by Scott Sophos

MARSON GRAPHICS will present original
American and Euro pean prints in a special
exhibition and sale in Roberts Union Gallery on
Tuesday from 10 to 5.

This weekend , Powder
and Wig, Colby's own
har bringer
of
enterta inment, presents its
annual one-act festival of
plays-and
a
veritable
smorgasbord it is!
Opening the festival this
Thursday
and
.Friday
night
are
the
plays

"PINK TRIANGLES" a film about homophobia ,
discrimination , and oppression , will be shown
tonight at S:30 in Lovejoy 215.
POWDER AND WIG presents Spring One Act
plays in Strider Theater , Runna ls, tonight , Friday,
and Saturday at 8 p.m.

"My Client Curley, " the
tale of an incredible dancing caterpiller , which
features a live band on
stage; and "You Gonna Do
It , or What? ','the story of a

DVORAK PIANO QUINTET in A Major will be
performed in a Noonday Recita l by Adrian Lo,
Lavinia Stefani '82, Linda Hurwitz '82, Dorothy
Reuman , and Paul Machlin ; Given Audito rium ,
Friday at 12:30.

young man torn between
friendship and the seamy
cocaine
underworld
of
dealing, sex, and murd er.
"My Client Curley" is
directed by Matt Scofield,
an d star s Mat t Fi gle an d
Debbie Bobbins.
"You Gonna Do It , or
What?" is written and
directed by Adam Bolonsky,
and stars Ma t t A mes,
Nash
Bobbins ,
Jamie
Engert , Scott Sophos, AnnMarie Grey, and Rebecca
Bullen.

STTJ-A FILM "Richard Pryor in Concert. "
Lovejoy 100, Friday and Saturday, 7 & 9:30 p.m.
JAZZ WITH ROSW ELL RUDD and *the Flexible
, Waldoboro
Flyers at the Waldo Theatre pggBSSL
Village) - "Maine 's Little Rajdio City." Saturday,
7:30 p.m. Tickets $2 and $4, cal". 832-4290.
CLARA M. SOUTHWORTH LECTURE on
Design: "Five Projects in
Environmental
P rogre ss" with artist Christo - Given Auditorium ,
tonight at 8 p.m. His "Wrapped Coast" opens
today, to continue untU April 18.
TWO GERMAN FILMS with no subtitles will be
shown next week: "Happiness in the Back
Buildin g," Monday at 6:30 in Lovejoy 215; and
"Til Death Do Us Pa rt" Wednesday at 6:30 in
Lovejoy 205.
"BELL ANTONIO" will be shown by Pat Brancaccici on Monday and Tuesda y at 7 p.m. in
Lovejoy 106. Y
FICTION READING with Tobias Wolff, professor
of creative writing at Syracuse University , in
Smith Loun ge, Runnals , Monday at 8 p.m.

W k^nriSTO

"LOLITA" .willibeBhownjby JohnMizner in Lovejoy
100, Tuesday at 4:30.
"THE HEART , " a film in conjuncti on with the
course "T wentieth Centur y J apanese Literature
through Fi lm " will be shown in Lovejoy 215,
' ¦ ,
Wednesday at 7 p.m.
I
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PREFR ESHME N DANCE will be held in Roberts
Loft Saturda y at 8:30 p.m.

Student Arts Festival
The Student Arts Festiva l
opens April 10, 1982. If you
are interested in submitting
( painting,
any
work
drawings ,
photography ,
sculpture ,
ceramics ,
weaving, etc.) , here are the
guidelines :
1) Work must be submitted to the lower gallery
of the Art Museum in Bixler
by April 5.

be picked up by April 9.
(You will be notif ied. ) ,
3) All two-dimen sional
work must be matted and
read y for han ging , or it will
not be accepted. All paintings must be framed and
read y f or han ging.
4) AH work , expecially
pieces,
three-dimensional
must be pro perly identified.
If you have any questions
Denise
please
contact
2) Judging will be April Donahue at box 366 or ext.
6, Work not accepted must 2555.

Frfday , Ma rch 1 9--Rfch Kl " man and
Mary Kennedy--?lano , Sax ,
and Flute
turday
,
Ma
rch 20—Lee B ryan t—
Sa
Eol k Singing , Gu l ia r and
Yodelling

Teas--Coffees--Homemade Cookles-Tradltlonal Grea t Atmosphere and
MUSIC

<
<
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Meg White , Ross Brennan and Scott Sp rin ger i n a scene from
"The High School ," to be presented Saturday in the One Act
Photo by Gretchen Bea
Festival.

The second set of one-acts
will be presented Saturday
at two and eight. Two of the
plays in this set are based
on tales by Salom Aleichem,
and adopted for the stage
by Arnold Perl. Jim
Haddow directs "A Tale of
A Chelm" a f arc e about a
town populated by fools.

continued from p. 8

"The Wrapped Reichstag project represents not only a
few years of efforts in an artis t' s life, bu t also years of
team work , it involves polit icians and businessmen,
art ists and people of all parts of social structures and
people of W est and East . The communal ener gy is an
important part of the dialogue that has become vital for
The physical reality of the
the Reichsta g project.
Wra pp ed Re ichstag will be a dramat ic and beaut iful
experience . The fabric is a fragile material , like
clothing or sk in , it will have the special beauty of impermanence. "
Another plan of Christo's is to wrap the P ont Neuf
br idge. 'T he Seine pla ys a role for Paris which can not
be compared to that of any other river that borders or
dissects the great cities of the world. Because the Seine
and its banks off er the r ichest variet y of visual impacts ,
it is possible to do an importan t river project in Paris ,
The decision to wrap the Pont Neuf was inspired by its
quite particular position, joining the lef t and the right
banks and the lie de la Cite - the heart of Paris for over
two thousand years.
"Wrap ping the Pont Neuf will continue the tradition of
successive metamorphoses by presenting a new
sculptural dimension and in becomin g for a few days, a
work of art itself. Ropes will hold down the shiny sandstone colored cloth to the Bridge 's surface and
maintain the principal shapes, accentuating reliefs
while generalizing proportions and details. "
The last topic of tonight's lecture will be a plan called
"Surrounded Islands ," for Biscayne Bay, Florida.
According to Christo , "About ten of the islands situated
in the area between Bakers Haulover Cut , Broad
C auseway , 79th Street Causeway, Julia Tuttle
Causeway, and Venetian Causeway will be surrounded
with 5Vfe million square feet of pink woven polypropylene
fabric covering the surface of the water , floating and
extending out approximately 200 feet from the island
into the Bay , the fabric will be sewn in a pattern to
follow the contours of the islands.
"For a period of three weeks "Surrounded Island s"
will extend several miles altogether , and will be seen,
approached and enjoyed from the causewa ys, the land ,
the water , and the air. The luminous pink color of the
shiny fabric will be in harmon y with the tropical ,
vegetation of the uninhabited verdant islands , the light
of the Miami sky and the colors of the waters of the
shallow Biscayne Bay,"
These projects will all be entirely financed by Christo ,
A reception following the lecture will open the
exhibition "Wrapped Coast" In the Jette Galler ies. This
exhibition , to remain until April 18, will include
photographs , drawings, arid other documentation of the
1069 Little Bay, Australia , project. A visit to the
museum will be well worth the trip ; after hearin g of the
projects in progress , an investigation of the realiz ation
of such a pro ject promises to be fascinating ,
Books and articles on Christo are on reserve at the
Art and Music Librar y.

stamng Peter Flaherty,
Kurt Wolff , and Julie
Barden. The second, "The
High School" will be
directed by John Haddow
and deals with the quota
system in Russia n High
Schools in tiie J890!s, and
one Jewish boy's attem pt to
break the system. It stars
Scott Springer , Meg White,

and R oss Brennan.
"Rats ," a comedy about
two rats in New York City,
starring
Amy Parker ,
Andrew ^ Worthington , Jane
Hastings , and directed by
Chris Johnson.
Reservations can be made
by calling ext. 2388 between
6 and 8 p.m.

A Mus ical s
of t 1 *>* Note
By Thomas Heyman

Lou Reed' s latest solo venture " The Blue Mask ,"
on RCA record s, is a beaut ifully crafte d exerc ise in
real ism and contrast. The album is dedicated to the
late fa iled poet , Delmore Schwartz.
For this album , Mr. Reed has abandoned the jazzand funk- oriented musicians he had been working
with on h is last studio release , "Growing Up in
Public ." On "The Blue Mask" he once again plays
guitar , not havin g played in the last few years , and
he is supported by a pretty much no-nonsense rock
tr io, including Robert Quine on second guitar ,
Fernando Saunders on bass , and Doane Perr y on
drums. These three musicians work very well with
Mr. Reed, sounding very ,full on some cuts , but very
spare on others.
Mr. Reed, who in the past has ado pted a rather
leaning
towards
androgynous '
stance ,
homosexuality , both in his songs and in performance , seems decidedly heterosexual on this
record. He sings of his wife, praises domestic life,
and even sings a sort of tribute to women on the

album.

The order of the songs is very important to the
contrast that Mr. Reed create s on this album. He
begins Side One with "My House" which praises
domestic life and portrays an image of serenit y,
This is followed by the tribute to "Women. " The
next three songs, however , are dark and harrowing ,
with "Underneath the Battle " telling the stor y of an
alcoholic,"*1 and "The Gun" gra phically describing a
rape and murder , which builds to the shattering
climax of a feedback-laden guitar solo. The title
cut, however , is by for the best , creating an image
of torture , suicide and murder: "Make the
sacrifice-mutilate my face-if you need someone to
kill- I' m a man without a will."
Side Two starts off with the buoyant , upbeat
"Average Guy" and is followed by the lyrical
guitar-voice duet "The Heroine. " The apparent
normal, docile mood created by these two^songs is
shattered by the next cut , "Waves of Fear ," which
is an absolutely wound up, parano id vision of
someone going insane .
Overall this album "The Blue Mask" cuts through
the bland , easy ,,pop music that dominates the
record industry today , It is not music as an escape ,
but rather music as a confrontation of realit y.
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A look back at winter sports ...i
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H ere 's a toast
¦
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Here's a toast to a long winter sports season ,
F or jobs well done being the main reason
O .K. so th is has been a dry week in snorts ,
Why not go back and review what ha ppened on
the"courts "?
This little rh y me, instead of another boring stor y,
1 Is a bold attem pt to tr y and recap Colby's glory.
Nov. through March is longer than any season should

be ,
Probabl y the women 's squash team would all agree.
To their unblemished record , they all curse ,
A comforting thought for next year - you can 't do much

worse.
The
men's
: Creaming Bates

squash
9-0 was

team
went
6-6,
one of their tricks.

Winning the CBB title was one Women's Track Team
feat.
Another was placing 7th out of 22 teams in the regional
meet.
Jones , Cheney, Lindberg & Campbell took the cake,
Setting Colby records that will be hard to break.
In Men's Track you heard a few names often Like Kelly Dodge, Brian Russell, and Todd Coffin.
Kelly received all N.E. honors for the mile,
. And no one's bound to forget Coffin's great relay finish
for awhile.
While Brian Russell cleared an amazing 6*10" in the
high jump,
The swimming teams were emergin g from a slump.
They swam against some of the pest teams - like Div. I ,
. U.M.O.,
Thflv mav nnt havn wait hut thaw mat nn n ffnnri nhrnv.
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While the teams didn't exactly win every race ,
England and Ridgeway set the pace.

¦>

5-6-1 for the second half Isn't bad at all,
As the men's hockey team went 12-10-2 overall .
Beatin g U. of New Haven and Norwich 54,
Got them a berth in the ECAC tourney for sure.
5th seeded Colby played an awesome game ,
But it was New England College who went down to fame.
In Women's Hockey action this year ,
Their 9-9 record makes it clear ,
That although their games were never a bore ,
' Theyprobably wish they had scored a little bit more.
With a 10-8 record the Men's B-Ball team showed,
That a team can still do well, even with 14 gomes on the

road.

248 assists in the regular season by Fused,
More than shattered the old record by Tommy Zito.
With wins over Brandeis , Bowdoin, & Bates (to name a
few)
Storey and Patience led the crew
To a third seed in the tourney a gainst Amherst ,
It was an all-out team effort (81-71) as Amherst took
first. "
. . . .,; . 7; . .
And last but not least , the Women 's B-Ball desire,
Really,proved that no one could put out their fire.
The State Champs with a record of 23-4,
Proved Div. I U.M.O. isn 't the best anymore.
It was a team effort led by Knllio & Cross ,
Even though at the gomes Geno was boss.
A complete turnaround of last year 's 5-17,
Shows what diligence and team work really does mean.
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'C jacket frenzy
by John Tawa
Have you ever taken a good look aro und campus? If
you do, th is is what you'll see: swarms of people
wearing dark blue coats with large grey C' s on them.
Who are these people? They are the proud recipients of
Colby's letter jacket award.
Few people know exactly what goes into winnin g a
letterman 's jacket , but, for athletes , the criteria are
fairly well-defined. To get the letter jacket , one simply
must win a second letter in the same sport. To win a
letter,- Athletic Director Dick McGee says, "each of the
25 sports has definitive requirements , but there is also a
clause allowing letters to be awarded because of a
coach's recommendation , as in the case of an injur y to a
potential letter winner." ..
- When McGee was asked about discrepancies within
men's and women's athlet ics, and about discre pancies
with in any particular sport, he responded by saying that
to his knowled ge there were no such discrepancies. He
also ad ded, "T here aren 't supposed to be discrepancies ,
but when you're talking about 25 sports wi$L.aJj jaostas
many coaches , there is a possibility of discre pancy."
The reason behind th is commentar y is that th ere do
appear to be some inconsistencies between who rece ives
letters , why they receive these letters , and who
ultimatel y is awar ded a letter jacket. Should a letter
and-or a jacket be given because an athlete has
achieved somethin g or is it simply a way of
distinguishing time spent on or with a certain team?
According to Mc Gee, it depends on the sport.
The inconsistencies and inequalities become apparent
when one looks at the number of team mana gers who
themselves sport lettermen 's jackets. To get a lettermen 's j acket , a manager has to serv e in one capacity
or another for three years with the same team. "For
managers , the first letter shouldn 't be awarded until the
2nd year ," said McGee. "Some coaches might be a
little more liberal giving out jackets for their managers
than others , but nobody can get a jacket until the coach
gives the list of letter winners to the athletic office, and
that includes mana gers." .
Managers don 't have
So, what is the . problem?
definitive requirements of service while athletes do.
Thus, there are managers who do little else but keep the
scorebook or statistics duri ng the games who become
eligible for jackets , while those varsit y players who
attend every practice and every game, but who do not
fulfill the letter requirements , cannot become eligible
for a jacket. It simply does not seem fair.
It seems that there can be no double standards , "C"
jackets should either be awarded for athletic
achievement and distinction at Colby or it should be
awarded accordin g to the time you spend with a sport.
If a manager has done an outstanding job, then he
should receive a letter, but the present discre pancies in
the system need changing.
If "C" jackets are awarded for length of service , then
every member and every mana ger of every team should
be awarded one after a certa in number of years. But if
distribution of lettermen 's jackets is based an
achievement within a sport , as this writer believes it
should, then the number of jackets given out should be
reduced so that the "C" jacket can be worn only by
those who have distin guished themselves in intercollegiate athletics at-Colb y.
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Waterville

FREE DELI VER Y

of P izza , Italians , Roast Beef and

Quiche with a $10w minimum order
"Just Dial the Lucky Sevens—
:. ; 872-7777*

IN STORE PRICES :

Pitchers of
Michelob or Michelob Light $3™
1
Old Milwaukee
, 'jia ^W
30° off any 6 '-lo -12 or 16" pizza
I (Deliveries from 1lam to cloning)

Swimmers end season on good note :
pile up points in New Englands
Debbie England ) and two
divers (Rise Samuels and
, Cindy Harris ) qualified to
'¦ go. Many of the women did
their best times this past
\ weekend..
Colby's 200 yard- freestyle
relay
(Flight ,
Bass,
Tourangeau , and England )
made it to the finals.
Seven women swimmers , England placed 5th in the 50
f Kat hleen Shea , Lynne yard freestyl e and will go
Brunette , Lisa Touran geau, on to the Division III
Margrit Bass, and Libby Nationals this Friday to
Wheatley, Linda Flight , and compete in both the 50 vd.

In
the
Men's an d
Women's New England
Swimming Meet , the Colby
Women's team compiled
more points than it ever
has since the team started
three years ago, and the
men 's team showed marked
improvements.

Ski classes of f ered

freestyle and the 100 yd",
freestyle. Flight and Bass
swam the grueling 1650 yd.
or mile swini; TSdth doing
excellent
times .
Rise
Samuels and Cindy Harris
dove well and both reached
the finals in the 3 meter
diving event.
Colby's men's team also
fared relatively well. Eric
Ridgeway
finished
his
swimming career ( hair
shorn and all) with personal
best-times in all four events
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Students ! Colby and Sugarloa f have come t ogether to
give you downhill ski classes at Sugarloa f. There will be
two separate ski classes off ere d on each Tues day and
Thurs day for the month of Apr il. These classes ar e
geared for the beginner and intermediate level skiers.
The fee for these ski classes is only $25. This includes
transportation to_and from Sugarloaf , lunch at the hill,
and four days of sunny spring skiing! These classes will
be taught by. the Sugarloaf Ski School, wh ich is well
known for its tr emendous teach ing skills. The classes
will leave at 11:30 a.m. and return at 5:30 p.m. each
Tuesday and Thursday of April.

JOSEPH' S I
SPORTINGGOODS!
MAIN STREET, FAIRFIELD

1 SPECIAL! 1

ALL MEN 'S AND WOMEN'S .
DOWN JACKE TSAND
VESTS ARE 50% OFT!

F or more informat ion on the classes and how to
register for them , call Glenna at ext. 2371. This is a
tremendous opportun ity f or all you ski bums .

HAIR ETC.
f^QFi' *Unisex
Hair Stylists
/

189 Main St*
Wate p^ille 873-204 1

Tina •Karen" P
Karen'- B. *Bobbi" •
*
v
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Sandy.
that he swam.
WhaBey -also ended his
career on a good note,
swimming an amazing 200
yd. butterfly beat ing his
best time by fow seconds.
There were outstanding
perform ances also by Doug
Brown in the 100 and 200
backstroke and by Tim
Brown in the 500 freesty le.
Ed Mag giacomo, Scott
Dow, and Ric Cr aig showed
improvement as they turned
but season high times.
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Our SPORTO BOOTS Are In
(like The Slip-on Bean Boots)!
I
Men 's & Women's
Colors : navy, kelly, brown 1
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From the Editor

Winter sports survey:
a move in rig ht direction

To the Editor :
In last week's Echo there
was a letter from the editor
concerning the lack of interest in the Stu-A elections,
due to two important
positions with unopposed
candidates. First of all,
there were three important
positions that had only one
candidate running; the
Executive Chairperson, the
Social Life Chairperson and
the Treasurer. The latter
two of these positions had
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Letters

Another lo ok at the El Salvadoran issue
let 's hear It for the right-win g flag-wav ers
To the Editor:

everything the government
was involved in were
"death squads." His group
represented "the people."
But, who are all of these
people? Further, Ramirez
never really answered the
two difficult questions:
where was "his group obtaining arms? How did his
group feel about communism?

I was disappointed last
week in the attitude of
many students during the
El Salvador teach-in. While
Mr. Bell from the U.S. State
Department
was
answering questions, many
people heckled him from
the audience, and . often
did n't give him a chance to
finish his answers.
When considering the
reliability of what Bell and
Miguil Ramirez had to say,
I think most people would
admit that Bell attempted To theEditor:
to look at the problem more
While I dare not question
realistically; he looked
critically at both sides on( the ineluctable logic confined in Martin Eisenthe problem.
"Apologia" for
Bell admitted that the berg's
Building
and Grounds,
some of the / right wing
members of the military printed in the March 16
had committed murder and issue of the Echo, I regret
torture. He admitted the his failure to make any
side he was defending judgment on the overall
question of clearing the
wasn't perfect.
People forget that with walks.
freedom of speech in the If Building and Grounds
U.S. problems and mistakes does not have adequate
by the government come manpower to clear the
school's paths, then the
out.
Many other countries administration had better
hiring
more
don't allow their govern- consider
ments to be examined by a workers. Or, in this age of
critical press. Cuba and dwindling financial aid
tions are not sin ecures
Russia are perfect - never grants, students could be
hear of any of the problems hired as part of their work
only one candidate running bring bands up here for the going on there unless a study.
because of the job it entails. enjoyment of us all. They western journalist scoops What cannot be countenanced is a college in
The main reason that these are limited by a budget and the information.
two jobs are so unpleasant the fact that we are in the
Miguel Ramirez was which the walk to point A
is the Colby student body. middle of Maine, where totally one-sided in his from point B : is fraught
Most of the people in this many bands don't want to description of the situation; with danger. Surely an
school seem to forget that be in the middle of the
the people in these positipns winter. Promoters are
are human beings and full constantly calling the Social
time students. The positions Life Chairperson and he
they have' been elected to takes quite a lot of flack
them. On top of this
are practically full time , from
the
students
are constantly
positions.
asking
who
will
be here for
Life
The ^Social
Chair- the
fall-winter-spring
person spends a lot of time •carnival , and when they
on the phone attempting to con t i n u e d on p. 15
.

The Colby administration is finally willing to take steps towards the
improvement of extra-curricular life on campus as indicated by the
Winter Sports Questionnaire.
It was refreshing to see such a straight forward document outlining
the pros and cons of each choice. Some pain obviously was taken in
preparing it: this is not a questionnaire designed simply for show or to
pacify student dissatisfaction.
The questionnaire, prepared,by Administrative Vice President Stan
Nicholson, provides the first opportunity that the general student body
has had in a long time to directly influence the manner in which its
tuition money is spent. Such decisions are usually reserved for
executivesor small committees of two or three students to represent the
entire campus.
Colby is distinctly lacking in alternatives to the party circuit; the
development of winter sports facilities would help fill the void. Unfortunately, it is easy for executives to become caught up in the administrative aspects of corporate Colby while turning a deaf ear . to
student needs. This creates an obvious gap between students and the
administration.
Mr. Nicholson, however, who has proved time and again his
willingness to listen to students, has taken another step in the right
direction. The questionnaire demonstrates his realization that students
can and should make the decisions when changes in extra-curricular
life are concerned. Let us hope other administrators follow his lead in
creating a spirit of participation and unity at Colby while taking positive
steps towards dealing with student needs.

Stu-A posi

March 18 , 1 982

The situation in El
Salvador is not one of
success but people have to
remember to look at all
aspects of the problem.
Flag
in
Hand,
Arthur
Jackson
As the saying goes: "Why
do angels fly in circles?
Because there is no left
wing in heaven."

Walks more dangerous than f r a t s
administration that can part
with millions for a superfluous showpiece of a dorm
can also find, at the most, a
few thousand dollars to
make the campus walks
safe.
May I suggest that
Colby's radical-chic clique,
having recently disposed of
the State Department's
"bourgeois " representative,
now turn its raw maddened
energy to the question of
clear walks.
y I suggest this in the hope
that they will spare
fraternity row the rancor of
their unfocused wrath. For
more people have been hurt
on Colby's perilous walkways than in all of the
fraternities combined.
Sincerely,
David C. Marcus '82
More letters p. 15
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A bum rap ? Don 't look to the s tars , look to y o urs elves
by Greg Nemrow
Gather round students; it's time now for a round of
applause for the Colby administration, Edward B. Fiske
and The New York Times.
To the administration: for its quick, accurate and
successful effort to have The New York Times Selective
Guide* To Colleges raise Colby's academic ratings from
three stars to four.
, •.
To Mr. Fiske: for raising his rating as quickly as
possible and admitting his grevious mistake.
To The New York Times: for officially taking their
name off the Guide last week, thus dissociating themselves from a publication not worthy of their reputation
anyway.

In a few words
Now that the applause has subsided though, ask
yourselves if these actions really merited any hand
clapping? So Colby's left the compromising, three star
company of institutions like Clemson or Wheaton and is
now up with the four star status schools like UMass,
Rutgers, and (thank God) Bates and Bowdoin. So what?
This can't count for too much, can it? You could have
gotten into Indiana more easily than here, but it got five
stars. Is it a better school for the liberal arts than
Colby?
What should really concern the school is, why was
Colby originally given three stars and why do the
descriptions of the school in several college guides
continue to treat it as something less than a serious
institution? Clearly, the problem remains one of
reputation, and despite whatever self-improvement
projects, academic or physical, the administration or
faculty undertakes to improve it, only the student body
will continue to perpetrate it.
But just how do you perpetrate it? Very subtly,
Wouldn't you be slightly annoyed to read the opening
quote in The Tunes Ginde, "Though it is on a mountaintop... - only an hour's drive from Sugarloaf Mountain - Colby College offers much more than a
playground for rugged preppies." Rugged preppies?
Playground? Sugarloaf?
You can't really deny the facts, but conversely, are
they worth emphasizing? You and I know the campus is
hardly wall to wall prep; it's no playground and anyone
who came here fust because of Sugarloaf doesn't
deserve his place in the graduating class. But how
many of you have said time and again that Sugarloaf is
the only compensation for going here, or that the place
is totally preppie?
Socially speaking, there are problems to be found at
just about any small, isolated school. However, when
social aspects start impinging upon \ an academic
reputation, the school in question can suffer mightily in
the esteem of outsiders.
"The Colby experience may well stimulate the student
to develop his skills of non-verbal communication, such
as fighting and drinking, to the fullest," said The Yale
Daily News' Insider's Guide to College. Did" any of

Third f loor
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you read that statement before coming here and wonder
just what the student body was capable of? That
statement is entirely misleading. - How much more
fighting and drinking do Colby, students do compared to
those at other schools? You all know the answer, but
have you ever bothered to refute this misconception, or
are you too concerned that Colby's social life might not
stack up to Dartmouth's image? '
How about this one from the Times Guide again? ".„.
students mange to fit their workload into a five day
workweek and. take almost every weekend off. "
Students here are unabashed in their desire to have free
weekends,- but any serious student here knows that not
niany people are able to take every weekend oif . Yet
this is the image that prospective students may now get.
Once again, ask yourselves, does Sugarloai , that cneme
party or some concert in Boston or Hartford ever take a
iiigher priority over studying than it should?
Both aforementioned guides also paint a picture of a
(lightly apathetic student body. Is it apathy, academic
lommitments or location that limits the attitudes? Well,
fou 'd better not say that you've got too much work to
get involved in outside or extracurricular activities. It
(nay be true, but neither guide portrays Colby as an
Dverly-demanding institution. The University of
/Chicago, Colby isn't, but whoever gave these guides the
image, even an unwritten one, that academics here are
subjected to the lack of motivation of the fun-loving,
gloriously isolated, apathetic student body? Don't look
to Eustis or the teaching departments. Perhaps you are
more inclined to openly criticize the liabilities in the
academic program rather than to extol its virtues.
The location and climate of Waterville are also considered to be drawbacks by many of the students, as the
guides note, but are you prepared to risk Colby's
reputation ju st on that basis? Most colleges and
universities are not located in places such as Boston,
Tucson or Washington D.C. If Dartmouth can overcome

Hanover, and Bowdoin can overcome Brunswick,
Waterville should be no hindrance to an education. You
can stay active and informed here if you want, as last
week's El Salvador Teach-in successfully proved.
How do you really perceive this place? It might do
you some good to sit down and think it over. I, for one,
used to be guiltier of maligning this school ' than
anybody. One day I was shocked to learn just how low
my little sister's opinion of Colby was. I knew that she
was wrong, but T also knew where she got her information.
When Bowdoin types chant at a hockey game, "Colby
was my safety school," do you feel a little angry and
inferior? When Bates gets a higher academic rating
than Colby, do you wonder why? When someone accuses you of being more interested in skis than of
"anything that smacks of the real world" do you feel
maligned?
Anyone reading over a guidebook like the Times' or
the Yale Daily News' can tell very quickly that they're
both humorous and worthless. But people also formi
opinions from tnem. Who formed the Dock's opinions?
Students did. of course. Maybe you didn't write
anything for the guides, but your counterparts did, and
they went to school with you.
Colby's "malaise" is simple : if the students are
consistently down on it, then who's going to think highly
of it? You don't have to pledgea blind allegiance to the
school, but you ought to keep in mind that the school's
reputation reflects on your commitment as a student.
Four stars in academics. Do you fell any better about
Colby now? It was the administration that went to bat
for you in this instance. Student standards were up to
par here, when the Guide was written, but the students
apparently were not concerned with getting this fact
across.
So take a little pride in your school, and keep putting
that diligence in your work. Those f our stars weren't
just born you know. They took years to achieve.

Colby is focus of national attention
due to Selective Guide controversy
by Don McMillan
Rarely is a Colby College issue worthy of the focus of
national attention on the Today Show, in the Wall Street
Journal and in both the Associated Press and United
Press International.
President Cotter's recent response to the newly
published New York Time's College Guide however, has
been discussed in scholastic centers around the country.
Cotter has received criticism for acknowledging the
scorned guide and causing Colby 's academic rating to
rise from three to four stars, The guide judges three
aspects of a school: academics, social life, and an
elusive term called "quality of life," on a scale from one
to five. Colby received "three 's" in all categories. Tlie
guide also gives a brief inside profile on each college.

It is Cotter 's duty, as President of the College, to
uphold the general image of the institution, Criticizing a
sub-par evaluation of the college, especially one backed
by the revered New York Times certainly is a necessary
action, especially if the evaluation is overly objective
and is based on poor sampling technique.
Cotter travelled to the New York office of Editor
Edward Fiske in late January and personally presented
him with a seven page letter giving hard evidence that
Colby is not an academicly average ("three") school,
but rather a good ("four 1 ) if not excellent ("five")
scholastic institution.
Five days later Fiske sent Cotter a seven line letter
acknowledging the error and advising Cotter that the
next publications would give Colby a "four " academic
rating, Now Colby is fortunate enough to be ranked with
such exclusive collegiate institutions as Bates, Bowdoin
c o n t i nu e d on p . \h
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On politics and mor ality

El Salvador! no one is
*rig ht, 6 not even the lef t

Free speech even for conservatives
- by Eric Broadbent

But I was wrong, I had violated someone*s Right to
Freedom of Speech.
"Freedom of Speech" took on a new meaning,
suddenly I saw it as more than a-personal right but
a public process, a forum for expression of views.
Had I left the poster where it was, "Nuke El
Salvador" would have stood a thousand trials in the
minds of Colby students, and the inevitable verdict
would have been reached by all who saw it, that
this is not sane. This view needs to be condemned,
it needs to be firmly countered with reason, but in
order for this to happen it has to first be expressed.
Expression and action must always remain
separate if the right of free speech is to be held up
as the principle by which one defends the act of
expression.
Racism, as in a Klan rally for instance, becomes
an active force among the people participating in
the rally. They have brought forth an ideology
which precludes equal rights, into the realm of
action. The right of free speech cannot also mean
the right to foster ideologies that deny others their
rights. In this light,the "Nuke El Salvador" poster
also presents a problem; it denies not only the El
Salvadorans' right of self determination but also
their right to life. The poster denies these rights in
a . much more hysterical, less realistic, and hence
less immediately threatening, manner than does the
view of our current administration towards El
Salvador.
And so I apologize to those whose poster I
destroyed, perhaps I violated your sense of your
right of free speech. But I apologize especially to all
the others who consider El Salvador and its people
important enough to have intelligent views about it
and to those who feel it important enough that their
views should constantly be developing and moving
towards a more perceptiveand inf ormed evaluation
of the crisis there. We all should" have been able to
see that poster and to judge its message.

It was one of those regrettable situations where
you act first and think la 'er.
I sat in the Spa Thursday evening after attending
a lecture that was part of the El Salvador Teach-In.
Someone told me that they had just seen some
students putting up a poster in the stairwell that
said "Nuke EI Salvador!" I ran up the stairs and
saw it. My gut reactions did not allow me to consider doing anything else except to tear it down. As
it fell down the stairs I heard angry voices - "Hey!
What are you doing with our poster!?!"
A group of four to five guys started down the
stairs towards me; a confrontation born of-bad
ideas and actions before thought. I didn't stop there
though. As if to completely erase the message of the
poster, I retrieved it, tore it in half, and in half
again and handed it to the once closest to me.
One of the bigger guys in the group stepped
forward and suddenly I was up against the wall,
surrounded, trying to anticipate what was going to
happen next. Tlie physical threat remained for a
short while and then they left with angry looks,
talking about freedom of speech and the "facism"
of ideas that had somehow prevented their poster
from being displayed.
Later that night I heard "NUKE EL
SALVADOR!!!" echoing off Roberts Union from a
group travelling down to the rink with hockey
sticks and equipment bags. Freedom of speech
reigned.
By that time the emotions had settled and my
mind had cleared, and I had realized how wrong I
was to have torn down and destroyed the poster.
"Nuke El Salvador" is an expression with no sane
basis, no sound view or ideology behind it. Not only
a bad idea, it is almost the opposite of an idea as it
does not progress from a thought process but from
tome kind of senseless twist of the human mind.

by Liz Eddy
My peers are always labeling me "fascist" or. "rightwing reactionary." The terms are, of course, intended
exaggerations, although I am decidedly more "right"
than they. In any event, I often feelcompelled to prove
my beliefs. My defense mechanism is automatically
raised whenever there is a hint of politics in casual
conversation. My defense is empty and meaningless
when El Salvador is mentioned.
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ministration may have chosen the students that they
wanted to fill out the questionnaires-prpbably class
presidents, club directors, etc.
Furthermore, no one from the staff ,of the New York
Times guide ever visited Colby 's campus, another indication of the guide's poor evaluative techniques.
Cotter's appraisal of the guide 's editing seems appropriate. "The editorial style is sloppy and inconsistent. There's no way a social scientist would
approve of the sampling,"
Another fault of the guide is their inconsistent scale.
Whereas a "five" is the highest tally for academics and
quality of life, a "three" is the best for social life,
"A tour or a five is sometins of a parryschool." reads ,
the guide. "Likewise, those with a rating of one or two
have some impediment to a strong social life, such as
geographic isolation or a student body full of nerds who
never leave the library."
Perhaps the guide's biggest sin is its attempt to put an
objective rating on categories that demand subjective
evaluations. How can anyone judge a college's "quality
of life" with a star rating system? Getting a realistic
idea of a college's standard necessitates personal
contact with students, administration and the campusnot reliance on a system that boils everything down to
stars.
Justifiably, Cotter has received positive feedback
from his decisions, as many colleagues and alumni have
applauded him for his bravely confronting the Times.
His actions have defended Colby's academic reputation
and have helped lessen the credibility of a guide that the
New York Times will one day wish they had never
niihli ahori
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I tried to make it understood that the U.S. government
is not always the antagonist, opting for what's best for
the corporations or the capitalist image. I still believe
¦that - at least I want to believe that. But the circumstances in El Salvador are crazy, senseless.
Justification in itself is meaningless. Still, the U.S.
government uses all the standard rhetoric to "justify "
their position. But one question is unavoidable: why
does the U.S. need to be on the defense?
The Democratic Revolutionary Front is hot
"justified " in its political murders. The El Salvadoran
government is not "justified " in its political murders.
How can the U.S. then "justify " its support of one group
of killers over another?
:- ' - - ¦
James Bell, a representative from the U.S. State
Department, tried to explain. In his speech during
Colby's El Salvador Teach-in, Bell first equated the
insurgency and the repression within that country with
two cancers: both of which are malignant, and both of
which must be contained. He assured his skeptics that
although the sources were being kept secret for security
reasons, the U.S. had just reason to believe that the
Cubans - and therefore the Soviets - were lending
military aid to the revolutionaries. It followed,
therefore, that the U.S. must support Duarte's government, to prevent its destruction by the "MarxistLeninist" guerrillas of the FDR. Miguel Ramirez, a
representative of the FDR, flatly refuted this reasoning.
There is no advantage to be gained by proving which
account is true. The presence or absence of any Soviet
influence does not make one side more "justified" than
the other. I am convinced that when anything leaning
towards communism (or against capitalism) is even
suggested, the TJ.S. government panics, readies the
national guard, checks the mechanism in those "silos"
in Kansas. In our government's view, leftists in El
Salvador means the Soviets must be in control .
Capitalism is, for me, the best option available, and
maybe that is why I understand the tension evoked by
the threat of spreading communism. The attitude of the
U.S. government, however, seems to be more than
tension : it is almost paranoia.
K
Bell also pointed out that the U.S. is not only sending
military aid, but economic aid as well. The El
Salvadoran government is attempting a desperately
needed land reform. Its plan is to redistribute half of the
arable land to the El Salvadoran peasants. At present,
one-third of the land has been successfully redistributed.
According to Larry Simon, a representative of OxfamAmerica who also spoke at the Teach-In, one problem is
that the plots of land for each working person are sixtenths of one acre, hardly enough for sustenance. Also,
the soil will become infertile in three years, while the
law holds the people to their plots for thirty.
Regardless of conflicting statistics, the idea behind
the land reform is noble one. Its nobility, however, does
not warrant U.S. involvement in El Salvador. Since
neither the established government -nor the
revolutionaries of that country can justify their violent
actions, the United States should not support either side
in this bloody civil war.

• New York Times Rating

continued from p. 13
... and St. Olaf and Whitman.
Cotter's decision to argue with the rating is especially
commendable because many parents indiscriminantly
praise anything with a New York Time's label on it.
Many applicants residing outside of the New England
area rely heavily on such guides.
Cotter feels that the 9,000 or so issues already
published will not damage Colby considerably. He thinks
the letters he has written to applicants and concerned
Colby people, combined with the publicity of the issue,
will diminish the harm.
Cotter's quick and authoratative response to the
rating and the subsequent results of his actions were the
key to upholding Colky's image.And getting the New
York Times to outright admit an error isn't easy to
accomplish,
Although the Colby profile was partially desirable, the
Times sampling technique was extremely inconsistent
and was based on an unrepresentative set of
'
questionnaires,
Last fall, Fiske sent a note to over 250 college
presidents explaining the purpose of the guide : "not to
judge institutions but to give some idea of what kinds of
students they best serve," a la the Yale Daily News'
Insider's "Guide to The Colleges.
25 questionnaires were , sent to the Colby administration, which was told to randomly distribute the
questionnaires, According to Cotter, probably less than
ten were actually sent in. At other schools, the ad-
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Letters

Draft registration is a necessary evil during these tro ubled times

It is not a
mediacy and publicity of Napoleon's hat, or, in more capitulated.
the invasion was evident in recent times, the shape of good defense of draft
The article concerning
the Paris Peace Conference registration, but it was
draft registration in the- the fact that the first year table. Symbols are the never meant to be more
March 11,1982 ECHO by of registration recorded the easiest ways of conveying than an auxiliary argument
Mary Glenn and Parn highestlevels of compliance intent, interest and limits. I to the "symbolic" defense
Strong was very in- with the law. The Reagan will touch on the symbolic of registration.
formativer but informative regime was making the value of registration and
Now an analysis of the
of the difficulties of sober, initial
Glenn-Strong argument is
steps
towards personal conscience.
rational debate concerning dispensing with registration The time savings of necessary. Not only are
draft registration itself. I when the Polish affair registration in the event of there fallacies in their
minor presentation, but there is at
would like first to argue the became critical. Dispen- mobilization
point.
least one major inherent
case for .registration, and sing with registration was academic
men examine the Glenn- then seen as sending the Registration now will save, contradiction of principle.
Strong argument to see if it wrong "signal"' to Moscow at best, two weeks of
First, registration, and
mobilization time. By that even the draft itself, is an
stands up under its own
on
American
concern
over
¦ '. '.;= ¦
time, when a major war evil. The point though, and
weiehL.:,, .;--• . eastern Europe.
breaks out, America's this is the heart of the
'
who
discount
the
Those
registration
was
Draft
conventional ground forces dispute, is that it is
meant as a symbol of
symbolism
in
inwill have collapsed and necessary
evil.
It is
American willpower after value of
the Soviet Union 's invasion ternational relations should nuclear weaponry will be disruptive and destructive
of Afghanistan. The im- read of the incident of used , or the U.S. will have to our social values. All
To

the .

Editor:

Why can 't we allow both sides to pres ent their views ?

To,the Editor:
In the wake of the recent
lectures by Miguel Ramirez
and James Bell concerning
the situation in El Salvador,
I feel there is something
which . goes beyond the
issues still left to be said.
I for one have not completely and unequivocably
made up my mind as to how
I feel about American intervention in El Salvador.
The appalling violations of
human rights turn my
stomach and kindle within
me a certain suspicion for
those lofty American ideals.
However, if I have learned
anything in my four years
at Colby, it is the value of
critical analysis ; it is the
warm and reassuring sense
that I have the power to
make my own evaluations
upon the facts presented
before me.
The Teach-in on El
Salvador , was a commendable idea and for those
who dedicated their time
and attention so that we all
could learn from this experience, I applaud you.
However, while I sat
through the presentation by

is to be said.
Any
thoughtful
and
rational decision must be
based upon a clear and
reasonable assessmentof the
situation-but BOTH sides of
that situation, not merely
that which you would prefer
to hear. I went to these
lectures to find out for
myself
where
the
Democratic Revolutionary
Front stood as a leftist
Salvadoran organization. I
wanted to hear first hand
the real problems of this
strife-ridden land.
I went as well to listen to
another equally important
side of that issue, one which
few among our intellectual
community have made
much of an effort to clarify.
I, for one, .wanted to hear
what Bell ^had to say. I
wantea the opportunity to
evaluate and possibly
criticize
his ^position.
Unfortunately there were so
many groans, comments,
and generally rude remarks
emanating
from
the
audience ' that this was, at
best, difficult to do. For
those of you who partook in
this insensitive display (and

I would like to stress that
this applies to some
Waterville residents as
well), why do you insist on
obscuring the real issues
with your incessant chatter
and commentary? Why do
you insist on trampling my
right to learn and decide for
myself?

Meanwhile, the Treasurer is
in close contact with the
billing departments of the
college, aiid is asked to
explain functions and bills
that the Treasurer may
have never seen. As far as
the businesses downtown
are concerned, it is the StuA Treasurer's fault if a bill
has not been paid, although
the treasurer rarely gets a
copy of the bill, and has no
idea what the business
people are talking about.

If anyone plans on
questioning
these two
people, please hesitate. Ask
if they have the time,
resources and patience to
answer your questions. If
they say no, ask them when
they will, and leave them
alone. If you have business
to do, set up a time to do so,
and don't wait until the last
minute. Plan ahead. In

general , be considerate to
these people that have been
elected or have been persuaded to run. In closing, I
wish the best of luck to Ted
Wallace-Social Life, Keith
Krasnigor-Treasurer and
the rest of the Stu-A board.

Neither of these jobs are
pleasant, and the Colby
community makes these
job s practically impossible
to do. These jobs are full
time commitments, and the
people elected have given
up much of their time, some
of their friends and a lot of
their enjoyment In order to
meetthe challenges tlie jobs
entail. These people arc
human beings, they can get
upset or an gr y and take it
oat on a person that may
not deserve it, just because
they have been bothered at
the wrong time.

To the Editor :

Bell, I was incensed by the

rude and narrow-minded
behavior exemplified by
both my fellow classmates
and other attendants. The
point of a Teach-in is to
learn. It is to learn of those
situations of which we know
little, and to enlarge upon
our understanding of those
issues with which we . are
already familiar. However,
when those around you
create a climate in which
questions cannot be answered and responses
cannot be heard there is
little learning going on by
either side.
'
I am well aware that
there are those who feel
very strongly that this
government is making a
tragic and irrevocable
mistake by participating in
the internal affairs of tiny
El Salvador. And you might
have"4 good point. Yet while
you are certainly -entitled to
your 'opinions, and while
you are undoubtedly entitled to question the
precepts of our foreign
policy, how dare you invade
my right to hear what there

• Give Stu-A officers a break
thanks or much help from
others throughout the entire
process of booking the band,
and setting them up when
they are' her e*. They get all
the blame when things go
wrong, and no credit when
the concert is a success.
Anyone who knows anything
at all about the position
needs some persuasion to
run for it, and this year only
one brave soul was . persuaded,
The Treasurer is also
constantly being bugged by
the students. There are 57
organizations to be funded
and that areMn control of
the Treasurer , and all the
organizations feel that they
are special. Because of this,
they feel that they are
allowed to bring their bills
in late and have , them
processed, or ask the
Treasurer at an yt ime th e
amount left in their account, Particular details are
expected at part ies, in the
middle of the night, in
classes or during any meal,

J[ would suggest that those
of you who feel so secure in
your opposition to current
intervention in El Salvador
at least give those of us less
committed souls the opportunity to arrive at our
own conclusions and to at
least HEAR and evaluate
the situation before us. For
while I have considerable
respect for your ideas, I
have little, if any, for the
manner in which you made
them known. I am not
asking you to change your
minds but merely to open
them, If
you learn
something in the process
then...who knows...we may
all be better off.
Sincerely,
Cindy. Koehler

Sincerely,
Rebecca A. Badger
Ex Stu-A Treasurer

Hatch act : thanks for writing
We would like to express
our appreciation for the
support we • received on
Monday and Tuesday in
regard to the postcard
writing in opposition to the
Hatch Amendment. This
legislation passed through
the
Senate
Judiciary
Committee last Thursday
by a vote of 10-7. It is
expected to go to the floor
of the Senate for a full vote
this spring. If this amendment is passed, abortion
may become illegal, and

some forms of the Pill and
the IUD may be banned.
The Hatch Amendment
would give the states and
Congress the power to
create
anti-abortion
legislation. Thanks to all
who took a few minutes to
fill out a postcard to their
Senator in opposition of this
bill. The postage for the
hundreds of postcards will
be funded by the Women's
Group.
Sincerely,
Jennifer
Becver
Sarah
Grlffen
Susan
Rosenthal

coercive laws, however,
limit freedom of choice.
They are all destructive of
our social values. I assume
therefore, that Miss Glenii
and Miss Strong are closet
libertarians. They state that
the "...current media
blitz...gives the impression
that there are no alternatives to registering."
Fine, they 're experts at
watching television.

naturally leads to reluctance to begin. Also , I'd
like to see some evidence
for the bald assertation that
government
is
the
deliberately leaving its
intention ambiguous and
relying on fear. I'm not
such
evidence
saying
doesn't exist, but I refuse to
accept it as an article of
faith.
It is always refreshing to
hear from those who believe
What are the alter- there was "a time when the
natives? How can any U.S. could say that it was
society condone violations making the world safe for
I am
of the law? Conscientious democracy."
rejuvenated
to
positively
objector claims are hot
being accepted yet. Fur- hear that some people
thermore, registering as a consider America "...the
of
their
conscientious objector still embodiment
ideals..."
Of
course
the
requires registration
If
you obje ct to registration, U.S. is not without sin.
then you can never claim Since when, however was
CO. status. If one feels sainthood a prerequisite for
that
strongly
about action?
Simply because I support
registration, then the
posibilites of registering registration doesn't mean I
"under protest" could be support Salvadorian death
investigated.
It is still squads, or even the U.S.
registration however, and involvement there. Ditto
ducks . the issue of South Africa and the baby
formula vote. On the other
registration per se.
hand, I do not support the
fraternal
Second, any person who Soviets'
living
assistancing
believes political campaign bejesus out of the
Afghanistan
promises should
take
Poland.
I get sick
religious orders: Not only or
how Cuba
remembering
does that person need to be treated its own people
protected from society, but during
"Freedom
society needs protection Flotilla." the
Cuba
Given
from them. No political and the U.S.S.R.that
are
that
candidate, nor any society, insensitive to world opinion,
can be 100 percent true to registration
the
was
its or his principles. The minimum
effective
of
standard has to be how responses we could have
close they can come to an done.
approximation of those
Registration leads to the
principles
given then draft
which leads to war.
conditions of the world.
AH
I
can
think of is a rogue
Third, if , as a declaration
of rabid Generals
of conscience, a person band
for a place to play.
refuses registration then he begging
No
one
ever
(unfortunately it's an all- seriously said has
that
a
)
male registration should hundred thousand menfew
is
immediately initiate a tax keeping them from war.
protest for the sake of The burden of proof for
consistency. Not only are
an implication is on
tax laws coercive, but his such
those
who
make the link.
tax money will be used to
The
only
a peacefund the prosecution of time draft timewas
ever
himself and others. If he is initiated in the U.S. was
not prosecuted, then by 1939. Given the world'in
reason of tax payments, he situation (can you says
is aiding and abetting the
"?) it would have
prosecution of others. An "Hitler
been
criminally negligent
"every man for himself" for America
to do otherphilosophy is not indicative wise. After World
War Two,
of high principle. Why the draft was a continued
wasn't that aspect men- not reintroduced. It was ,
tioned in the Glenn-Strong result of the Cold War, a
article? That to me is an result of world politicala
inherent contradiction of conditions, not a cause.
principle. Shall we boycott
There are many good
April 15th?
points in the Glenn-Strong
a strong
Fourth, the fact that the case, and
government is moving argument can be made
slowly in prosecuting non- against registration. The
which their
registrants can be explained way in
in the following ways: a) argument,and the evidence,
the government is showing was presented however,
remarkable sensitivity to shows the need for calm
the concerns we all have discussion, not rhetoric.
over registration, and, b) Semper Fldelis,
the fact that it will be an
Clark
expensive
undertaking John
The ECHO encourages letters to*the editor.
Letters must be received by Monday night before
publication and must be signed, although the
author's name will be withheld upon request, All
editorials are the opinion of the editor only. Commentaries are the.opinion of the author only, and do
reflect the opinion of the ECHO.
not necessarily
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Quarter ly marks 39th year
by Margaret Klawunn
The March issue of the
Colby Library Quarterly
marks its thirty-ninth year
of publication with a special
edition on "Women and
Literature.'' Guest-editing
the March issue are
Professors Phyllis Mannocchi
and
Deborah
McDowell.
"The aim of this issue is
to show all the new
dimensions of feminist
literary criticism," Mannochi said, "We tried to be
as
representative
as
possible in six articles. It
was very exciting because
we were swamped with
manuscripts."
The final selection includes an article by a male
feminist, a feminist reexamination of Thomas
Hardy's first novel, and an

article on the "CrossGender Significance of the
Journey Motii in Selected
Afre-AmericanFiction.''
The March issue is the
first issue to be wholly
devoted to women, and
Mannocchi credits editor
John H. Sutherland for
supporting the endeavor.
The Quateriy's policy is to
accept articles on any
aspect
of
literature,
however, it takes a special
interest in Maine and
regional literature, as well
as authors represented in
the Miller library - special
collections.
Sutherland
explains,
"There is usually one
special issue a year, and we
have had issues on Yeats,
Blake, Psychology, History,
and Literature and Black
Studies." Sutherland, who
has been the editor since
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1975, believes the journal
should reflect Colby's
resources, yet be broad
enough to interest scholars
all over the world.
TheiQuaterlyis more than
an in-nouse production and
Patience-Anne
Lenk,
Subscription
Manager,
regularly
gets
mail
requesting reprints from
back issues.
"It's a sound scholarly
tool," Lenk said. "It's indexed in all the major
scholarly journ als."
Sutherland receives an
average of ten manuscripts
for every article which is
published. Members of
Colby's Enghsh Department
are also used as Guest
Editors, and some of them
have had articles published
in the journal. In addition to
Professors Mannocchi and
McDowell, who are the
Guest Editors for this
month's
publication,
Professors Brancaccio and
Archibald have also served
as Guest Editors.
The
Colby
Library
Quarterly is published four
times a year in March,
June, September, and
December,
and
subscriptions are available at a
special student rate of two
dollars a year, or fifty cents
an issue. The regular
subscription price is four
dollar s.

Pho t o b y R. Cumming s

Students polled on winter sports
opening of the Colby Ski
By Arthur Jackson Slope, and the addition of a
warming shack and night
Students were presented lighting to Johnson Pond.
with a Winter Sports
"Colby has natural adquestionnaire last week. vantages in relation to
This was done becausethe winter sports that we felt
administration is currently weren't being adequately
interested in providing exploited," said Nicholson.
more winter activities if the "Being able to ski is an
students want them.
advantage of coming to
The questionnaire was Colby and we want to inhanded out under " the crease the attractiveness of
direction of Administrative coming here."
Stan
vice-president, v
"In
designing
the
Nicholson. It was designed questionnaire we tried to
to poll student opinion find what options would be
concerning possible in- available for us to do in
creased ties to the winter sports and then . we
Sugarloaf ski area a re- would see what students

THE WORL D I SJOJJ R CAMPUS
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Interested in helping out with this year's Spring
Carnival? There will be a general meeting ui
Tuesday, March 23 at 6:45 p.m. in the Whitney
Room on second floor Roberts. If you are interested
but unable to attend, call Jeff Clements at 872-9736
(box 258) or Reise Samuels at ext. 2528 ( box 1281).
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Egypt, Greece , Spain.
AROUND THE WORLD voyages are plsnnetj for 1983.
Apply early. Sponsored by the Univer sity off Pittsbur gh.

More than 60 university courses , with in-port and voyage-related emphasis. Faculty from
University of Pittsburgh and other leading universities , augmented by visiting area experts.
Opt ional t ours , including special tours into the People ' s Republic of China , available.

Participation is open to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities. Semester
at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is fully airconditioned , 18,000 tons , registered in Liberia and built in America.
For a free color brochure, write: Semester at Sea, UCIS, University of Pittsburgh,
Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 13260, or call toll free (800) 8544105 (In
California call (7H) 771-6590).
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would be willing to pay
for," he continued.
Once the results are
tabulated by Nicholson's
office they will be given to
the senior staif of Deans,
vice-presidents, and the
president. The senior staff
will then make its recomand
the
mendations,
proposal . will go to the
Financial Priorities committee. The Student Affairs
committee wil also be able
to decide on the administration's
recommendations, and their views
will go to the Board of
Trustees, who have to make
the final decision at their
spring meeting in April..
The Colby, Ski Slope , out
of commision for five years,
was not opened in 1977 and
1978, primarily because
there wasn't enough snow.
The next year the Trustees
decided that the college
shouldn't try to re-open the
ska slope because the school
had been losing money on
the project. A student
initiative reopen the slope
last year fell short of
generating the needed funds
or interest.
*
Regarding
a better
utilizing of Sugarloaf, the
administration will consider
running low-cost shuttle
busses between the campus
and Kingfield for the
students. ' Another option
!under consideration is the
:purchase or leasing of a ski
'chalet at Sugarloaf which
'would be maintained for
Colby students' overnight
use.
Johnson Pond could also
be maintained for night
skating in the future if
students agree to fund the
costs of arc-lights and a
warm-up hut: Most of the
proposed tuition increases
for these improvements are
fairly modesty ones, and the
questionnaire provides an
easy, .effective way for
stu dents to increase Colby's
wintertime activities.
Through Tuesday opSroximately 35 percent of
le student questionnaires
distributed had been turned
In to the Dean of Students
office. Questionnaire turned
in by Friday afternoon will
still be tabulated, said
Nlchoteoh.
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. . . only begins to describe the opportunities
for rapid advancement at
Jordan Marsh Company.
Find out what it means to be an executive for
New England's largest Department Store . Our
informal group session is open to anyone
interested in finding out more about careers in
retailing. Representatives from Jordan Marsh
Company will be present to provide
information regarding career opportunities and
will be available to answer questions. ,
Thursday, March 18th
Robins Room ,
Roberts Union
7:00 p.m.
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